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Port Republic Road construction may last until spring
by Matt
Matt Warner
Warner
by
senior writer
The widening of Port Republic Road
from two to four lanes might be completed
sometime this spring, according to the
Virginia Department of Transportation.
Jeff Lineberry, the assistant resident
engineer for VDOT, said last February's
projection that the project would be

"optimistic
completed this fall had been "optimistic"
and that inclement weather has caused
many construction "shut-down" days.
DLB Inc. of Hillsville is the general
contractor in charge of the primarily
federally-funded SI.8 million project.
Lineberry said construction began Nov. 2,
1992..
Construction has repeatedly been
delayed by 146 shut-down days, Lineberry

AMY PETRUCCI

The Port Republic construction project has been delayed by 146 shut-down days.

said, but in terms of the 270 calendar days
apportioned for the project, DLB is on
schedule with about 65 percent of the
work completed. Shut-down days are not
considered to be part of those 270 days.
The project, which runs from Interstate
81 to Route 11, is being conducted in three
phases, Lineberry said.
The first phase, which was completed
this year, was the installation of a sewer
system along Port Republic Road and
included widening the pavement along the
road's south side.
The second phase, which is still under
construction, will widen the road along the
north side, and the third phase is the
completion of the road's south side.
"If the temperatures don't get real cold
in the fall, the contractor might be able to
pave up unul December," Lineberry said.
"That can have a significant impact on the
completion date."
Susan Greer, Commuter Student
Council transfer coordinator, said, "I've
got a lot of complaints from commuter
students about the construction going on
longer than it should have. They're sick of
it."
CSC President Mary Estrella said the
biggest complaint she's heard from
students concerning the construction is
that Port Republic Road congestion causes
bus delays. "It's a hassle, but what can wc
do?" she said.
Port Republic Road resident Ginger

Diehl said the biggest problem she's h;
had
with the construction is that periodically
she cannot get out of her driveway.
"What a hassle," she said when told the
n

If the temperatures
don't get real cold in
the fall, the contractor
might be able to pave
up until December.
Jeff Lineberry
VDOT assistant resident engineer
construction won't be completed until
spring. "But it will be much nicer."
DLB construction worker Mark Mays,
who is working on the project, said,
"We're way ahead of schedule."
Mays said students should remember
that because Port Republic Road is in use
during construction, work proceeds slower
than it otherwise would.
The job sometimes becomes difficult
when "we pour something and the
students walk in it," Mays said.
Mays also said workers become
frustrated when commuter students swear
at them as they drive by and tell them to
"get the hell out of the road."

Gun control dominates race for new Virginia governor Candidate for
recent polls that suggest Terry has a lead
for Virginia's next governor may rest on gov. proposes
L.A. Times/Washington Post
but the election remains up for grabs.
who better addresses the issue of
news service
Voters in three corners of Virginia's
containing crime.
Less than two months before
triangle- Bedford, Hemdon and the
Most voters interviewed around Town tuition-hike cap
Virginians elect a new governor, there is
only one issue that has penetrated the
consciousness of many ordinary voters in
three communities across the state: gun
control.
In the Northern Virginia suburb of
Hemdon, residents in interviews last week
expressed alarm at rising crime and
enthusiasm for a five-day waiting period
for handgun purchases, which has been
proposed by Democratic candidate Mary
Sue Terry.
But 250 miles away in Bedford, one of
the many small towns where voters have
supported Terry in the past, her embrace
of what to residents there is an unpopular
idea provides an opening for her
Republican opponent, George F. Allen.
Throughout Virginia, people are
beginning to wake up to this election,
although many remain a bit hazy on the
details. Terry often gels identified as
"what's-her-name," and Allen is still best
known as "the son of the Redskins coach/'
The vagueness supports the results of

Hampton Roads suburb of Chesapeaketalked about the candidates and issues
seven weeks before the Nov. 2 election.
In Hemdon, a feeling of fear

The mayhem of the nation's capital is
25 miles away, and it's been six years
since anyone was killed in the town of
Herndon. But you wouldn't know that to
walk the streets downtown.
The way people talk, it sounds as if
crime is all around them. They speak in
fear of guns in the schools, drive-by drug
shootings, coldblooded slayings of
tourists. It doesn't seem to matter that it
mostly happens far from their quiet, treelined avenues; they're scared, and they
want somebody to do something about it.
"It's so indiscriminate in a lot of
cases," said Bill Storey, 50, who moved to
Herndon eight years ago because he saw it
as a safe, sleepy small town. "Sometimes
it doesn't seem there's any rhyme or
reason."
For people such as Storey, the choice

Square volunteered that they want stricter
gun-control laws, echoing Terry's call for
a waiting period. Several also advocated
toughening sentencing and parole, issues
that Allen has stressed.
"Gun control is huge," said Kevin
Byrne, 33, a computer operator who was
leaving Foot Anakin's English Dart Pub.
"When you were in high school, sneakers
were the coolest thing to have. Now it's a
gun. It's so easy to get them into schools."
In many cases, though, the voters said
they did not know about Terry's proposal
or Allen's opposition to it. Nor were they
aware that Fairfax County already has a
three-day waiting period for handgun
purchases.
As in much of Northern Virginia, how
Herndon votes depends on the year and
the candidates. It backed Republican
George Bush for president in 1988 and
stuck with him in 1992, yet strongly
supported Democrat L. Douglas Wilder
GUNS page 2

by Nicole Motley
news editor
With recent talk of budget cuts for
1994-96 at state supported colleges and
universities, the Republican candidate
for Virginia governor has outlined
plans for putung a cap on this problem.
In a Sept. 7 press release George
Allen said, "In just the past four years,
under the watch of the Wilder/Terry
Democrats, the average tuition rate for
Virginians attending state-supported
colleges and universities has jumped a
painful 50 percent."
According to the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia,
Virginia ranks second in the nation for
tuition rates and 42nd in the nation for
state support to higher education.
"In my administration, higher
education will no longer be singled out
ALLEN page 2
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Allen
continued from page 1

MEUSSA CAMPBELL

Study break

Sophomore Homa Magsi finds the warm sunny weather too distracting as she attempts to
study with sophomore Anne Marie McMahon.

to bear the brunt of state budget reductions, as it has been
under the Wilder/Terry administration," Allen said.
According to Allen, who is scheduled to speak at JMU
on Wednesday, his plan to control tuition costs and
increases would require state colleges and universities to
establish binding contracts with parents and students.
The contract would limit tuition increases to the rate
of inflation over the course of a student's four-year term.
This would enable parents and students to know their
financial responsibility ahead of time and be able to plan
accordingly, he said.
"Taxpaying Virginians who struggle to put their
children through college are being taken advantage of by
schools and the state," Allen said. "Parents and students
are powerless to do anything but pay the higher costs."
Other key long-term elements in Allen's plan are to
increase tuition rates for out-of-state students, give
"rewards" to educational institutions for savings on
administrative overhead costs, partnerships between
community colleges and four-year colleges, and
stabilization of Virginia's Tuition Assistance Grant.
Also outlined in the plan are the expansion of
telecommunications in the classrooms to accommodate a
larger number of students and the expansion of summer
course offerings.
"Our institutions of higher learning will be held to a
high standard of fiscal accountability without
jeopardizing quality and affordability for those who pay
tuition," Allen said.
Allen is scheduled to speak at JMU Wednesday at 6
p.m. in Phillips Hall.

Guns
continued from page 1
mistakes."

for governor in 1989 and narrowly went
for Democrat Leslie L. Byrne for
Congress last fall. Terry collected 62
percent of the vote from Herndon in
winning reelection as attorney general in
1989.
In Bedford, not yet swung

A sign on the outskirts of Bedford,
population 6,000, boasts that visitors are
entering "the World's Best Litde Town."
It is a place where some natives, such as
61-year-old antiques dealer Winston
Burks, refer to the Civil War as the "War
of Northern Aggression."
The downtown sidewalks are filled
with people who began this election
season planning to vote for Terry unless
they heard a good reason not to. For many,
Terry herself has supplied the reason.
"Gun control is not worth a cuss," said
Byron Massie, 74, a retired mechanic at a
paper mill. "The crook is still going to get
the gun, and the honest person has to go
through all the formalities.
"I've never voted for a Republican,"
said Massie, who is deciding whether to
break tradition or just sit out the election.
"I think she's making some powerful

Burks said he believes Terry's
proposed waiting period is designed for
"appealing to the Northern Virginia
constituency."
Bedford, halfway between Lynchburg
and Roanoke, lies in a geographic
borderland. To the southeast are the flat,
broiled fields of Southside Virginia, where
tobacco and unreconstructed conservatism
have been local products for centuries.
Immediately west are the mountains of
Southwest Virginia, where the influence
of organized labor gives the politics a
distinctly progressive streak.
Fittingly, Bedford's residents tend to
be swing voters. Terry won the city while
running for attorney general in 1989, but
Wilder narrowly lost. At the presidential
level, Bedford hasn't voted for a Democrat
since Jimmy Carter ran in 1980.
In Chesapeake, unimpressed

Chesapeake, a city of 150,000 people
that is Hampton Roads' fastest-growing
community, is heavily dependent on the
military, with thousands employed at air
and naval bases and shipyards.
Yet recent decisions to reduce the size
of the military, including the coming loss
of nearly 4,000 jobs at a local naval

aviation depot, seem less important to
voters than how to reduce crime.
So far neither Terry nor Allen has
made much of an impression on residents
interviewed at two shopping centers in the
city. Wilder carried Chesapeake four years
ago by 308 votes out of more than 42,000
cast, mirroring his margin statewide.
Gun control is the one topic on which
nearly everyone has an opinion, but even
then it's not clear how it will affect voting.
Louis Chappcll, 63, a retired naval
supply station warehouseman, favors
outlawing assault weapons and has no
quarrel with Terry's proposal for a
handgun waiting period. But he's afraid
gun-control advocates will go too far and
someday seek to confiscate the gun he
keeps in his house for protection. So Terry
"is not my candidate," he said. He's heard
Allen on the radio and "probably will
vote for him."
Barbara V. Jennette, who owns the
Amazing Grace hairstyling salon, says
Terry should "add a zero" to her guncontrol plan and make it a 50-day wait.
The mother of a high school senior,
Jennette knows that "we'll never go back
to the '60s," when schoolyard arguments
were settled with fists, but she said she
believes something must be done to
address today's violence.

Terry's waiting period is fine with
Cheryl Burns, 48, a school bus driver, but,
she said, "I don't like people that run
down other people.** She thinks Terry is
doing that with her attacks on Allen.
Carlos Henderson Sr., 70, a retired
welder at the Norfolk naval shipyard,
won't vole for Terry because as attorney
general, he said, she was "caught by
surprise" by a U.S. Supreme Court
decision that affected federal and state
pensioners.
"If she overlooked that, she'll overlook
a lot of things," Henderson said.
Stanley Darmofalski, 22, unemployed
and a May graduate of George Mason
University, isn't happy that tuition
increased and the availability of loans
diminished during his four years of
college. But he said he was "bred to be a
Democrat," so he'll probably vote for
Terry.
Terry's decision to distance herself
from President Clinton may not play as
well as her pollsters have told her. George
Bush carried Chesapeake with almost
29,000 votes, compared with 23,000 for
Clinton and 9,000 for Ross Perot. But
Chappell, Henderson and Darmofalski all
said the president deserves more time to
prove himself.
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News
UVa posts crime
logs on computers

JOSHUA SEELY

Baring it all

Freshmen Josh Sneideman, Jeremy Schaab and Keith Fiore display their
school spirit on their chests at the football game against Richmond on
Saturday in Bridgeforth Stadium. For game details, see story on page 21.

by Trade Liguid
contributing writer
By logging onto a link similar to JMU's
VAX system. University of Virginia
students can now read about crimes
documented by campus police.
Previously, UVa students did not have
access to information about crimes or
suspicious circumstances reported on
campus, according to UVa's LL C. Purcell
McCue.
By tradition The Cavalier Daily, UVa's
paper, does not publish any type of
campus crime log.
McCue said the file lists cases
investigated for the past seven days and is
updated daily by 4 a.m. The file includes
the type of crime, the location of the
incident and a one-line description of the
circumstances. No names are published.
McCue said, "All of our cases are
logged into a computer system . . . with
the new technology we have available, this
seemed the easiest or more efficient way."
The computerized program was put into
effect in July, three weeks after its
proposal by campus police.
"We're doing it so that students can
become aware of the places [where] they

may have to take more precaution while
on campus," he said.
McCue said other than awareness, the
computer service has also improved the
case-solving process.
"We've had a significant number of
calls for sighting stolen property and
such," McCue said. "It's a matter of
making students aware of what is actually
occurring.'*
Unlike UVa's paper. The Breeze
publishes a police log, describing each
incident and where > took place, but the
JMU VAX system does not carry the full
police log.
According to state law, any campus
crime that shows "clear and eminent
danger" to students must be posted in a
"timely fashion," according to Alan
MacNutt, JMU director of public safety.
These incidents are posted under
campus crime in JMU Information on the
VAX system.
Ann Salamy, a junior human
communication major thinks UVa's new
system would be easy to use.
"I already use the VAX for a few of my
classes. If something like this were
available, I would probably read it like I
CRIME page 9

Honors Dinner speaker stresses educational freedom
by Joanna Nevins
contributing writer
JMU's distinguished teacher for 1993-94 spoke last
Wednesday about the "experience and exposure" that
higher education should offer.
Dr. Russell Smith, associate professor of economics
and the recipient of the Carl L. Harter Distinguished
Teaching Award, was the keynote speaker at the Eighth
Annual Honors Dinner, held in Chandler Hall..
Virginia Livingston, chairperson of the selection
committee and last year's recipient of the award, said,
this is "one of the few awards at JMU that recognizes
excellence and exceptional teaching ability."
Dr. Joanne Gabbin, director of the Honors Program
who presided over the dinner, introduced Smith as an
"outstanding economist and a dynamic speaker."
Smith, who also receives $1,000 in addition to the
award, spoke about the role of the modem university in
today's society and the three cardinal relationships
within education: mature scholar versus would-be
scholar, teacher versus student and student versus
student
Smith also commented on the "crises" in higher
education in its authority, identity, purpose and ideas.
"The undergraduate years should be a period of
experience and exposure," Smith said. He stressed the
importance of scholarly pursuits over the professional
track, which most students elect
The majority of students come to college for a path
of employment, and I understand that," Smith said. But
that doesn't mean they can't think, reason, or evaluate on
their own, he said.
Smith's remarks focused on the most crucial
relationships between teacher and student, those of
"mutual respect and a freedom to explore.
'The undergraduate teacher communicates a set of

I ,.a
SUSAN HUGHES

Dr. Russell Smith, who received the Distinguished
Teaching award, spoke on the role of the modem
university at the Honors Dinner held Wednesday.

values ... by serving as a living example of how to
organize and conduct one's life," he said.
Smith said he attempts to do this through his classes,
spending the majority of his time reading student essays
and trying to keep class sizes relatively small.
Also, he is willing to explore and discuss issues
beyond die classroom.

"It's what any responsible faculty member should do,"
he said.
Smith objects to the increasingly pervasive role of
authority within the university, saying, "People in
positions of authority aren't eager to have their positions
challenged."
In Smith's view, "The role of an undergraduate
education is to give students an opportunity to consider,
reflect and decide for themselves."
Gabbin said, "It was a thoughtful and courageous
speech, which really exercised his academic freedom. I
think he raised important issues which should be
reflected upon."
For the past eight years, beginning with professor
Andy Kohcn, Gabbin has asked the winner of the
Distinguished Teaching Award, to speak at the Honors
Dinner. The award is traditionally presented on Founders
Day.
The purpose of the keynote address is to "give those
professors who have achieved excellence an opportunity
to talk about academic issues to new honors students,"
Gabbin said.
The nomination process for the Distinguished
Teaching Award, now in its 15th year, begins by
departmental nominations of outstanding faculty.
Support for the nominee is then gathered from
colleagues and students, whose evaluations are then
voted on by the Distinguished Teaching Selection
Committee. The chair of the committee is the winner of
the award from the previous academic year.
The committee is made up of various faculty members
from different colleges in the university.
Also at the Honors Dinner was the Phi Beta Kappa
award to 1993 JMU graduate Margaret Ware for her
honors thesis on women's suffrage.
Ware said that writing her thesis was her "most
rewarding academic experience at JMU."
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NEWSFILE
Paramount's proposed merger
with Viacom largest In history
In a deal that would rank as the largest
ever in the media and entertainment
businesses, movie and television giant
Paramount Communications Inc. has
formally proposed merging with cable
industry powerhouse Viacom Inc., sources
said Saturday.
The merger would create a global
conglomerate with holdings in movie and
television production, cable TV networks
and systems, amusement parks, book
publishing, professional sports teams and
broadcast television and radio stations.
Based on the current prices of the two
companies' stocks, a merger of Viacom
and Paramount through an exchange of
shares would be valued at $16.9 billion,
according to the media research firm Paul
Kagan Associates. It would surpass Time
Inc.'s $14 billion acquisition of Warner
Communications Inc. in 1989.

Arafat, Rabin to stand together to sign
historical pact for peace in Middle East
WASHINGTON — President Clinton
confirmed Saturday that Yasser Arafat and
Yitzhak Rabin, bitter enemies for more
than a generation, will stand side by side
on the White House South Lawn on
Monday to sign a historic pact that maps
the road to peace in the Middle East.
The presence of Arafat, chairman of the
Palestine Liberation Organization, and
Rabin, prime minister of Israel, at the
ceremony "gives greater substance to the
agreement and is another bit of insurance
that it will be carried out," Secretary of
State Warren Christopher told an Israeli
television interviewer.
Beyond the symbolism, administration
officials said that a series of discussions
over the United States' role as "guarantor"
of the agreement will be held in
Washington as the Mideast delegations
arrive. An administration official said that
Clinton, for example, personally had
pledged to Israel "additional guarantees"
that its security will be protected as it
takes steps toward peace with its Arab

neighbors. The official would not define
the guarantees, but said the president
"would make our position clear" in
remarks on Monday.
In the past, Israel has sought assurance
of continued military and economic aid,
transfers of high-technology military
equipment and direct feeds from U.S.
intelligence satellites. These topics will
probably receive the most attention during
the talks on final peace and territorial
agreements, administration officials said.
Arafat covets recognition from
Washington, the last holdout among a
string of governments that have endorsed
the PLO's leadership of the Palestinian
cause. The Clinton administration is still
withholding formal links, agreeing only to
open contacts for purposes of diplomacy,
administration officials say.
The attendance of the two adds more
drama to an event that has consumed the
White House since its announcement on
Friday. Pennsylvania Avenue will be
closed for several blocks Monday morning

as about 2,500 people crowd through the
White House gates and onto the South
Lawn for the hour-long signing ceremony
that begins at 11 a.m.
The ceremony will be televised live in
almost 100 countries, making much of the
world witness to the historic moment.
Clinton said he was "very excited" by
the prospect. "I think it will heighten the
atmosphere and
reinforce the
determination for peace," he added.
The accord paves the way to Palestinian
self-rule in the West Bank and Gaza Strip,
with an Israeli withdrawal from Gaza and
Jericho as a first step. Final sovereignty
over the land and Jerusalem will be
negotiated later.
Rabin kept frequent contact with
Christopher during the Middle East peace
talks. His stamp of approval on the peace
plan, devised by the PLO and Israel's
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, persuaded
U.S. officials to take it seriously.
— LA. Times/Washington Poet news
service

Federal task force recommends
stalking be considered a felony
A federally funded task force on antistalking legislation has decided to
recommend that stales sharpen their laws
and impose suffer penalties by making the
crime a felony on the first offense.
Congress established the task force to
develop a model anli-stalking code thai
would be constitutional and enforceable.
The project director, Charles A. Laucr of
the Justice Department's Office of Justice
Programs, said the task force limited us
work to instances of stalking that cause
fear of death or bodily injury and left out
conduct covered by other laws, such as
trespassing or properly damage.
"We drew up a statute lo say ihis is
sulking ... and nothing else," Laucr said.
"We feel thai by making it very specific
and differentiating il from olhcr kinds of
related violations, il will be used more.
We don'i want to confuse prosecutors by
overlapping il with olhcr crimes."

Buchanan warns that GOP can
not move on anti-abortion stand
Patrick Buchanan told Christian-rights
IClivists Saturday lhal if the Republican
Party abandons its ami-abortion stand, "il
is lime lo found a new party."
"We hear within our ranks the counsel
of defeatism," Buchanan said, referring to
Republican advocates of compromise on
abortion. "We arc told lhal in order lo win,
we arc going to have lo give up issues like
right to life, that we are going to have to
set aside ihc cultural and moral issues."
The warning from the columnist and
1992 presidential aspirant signaled the
difficulties facing those trying lo bridge
conflicts over social issues within the
Republican Party. •
—LA. Times/Washington Pott news
service

Specialists speak out on Clinton's health care plan
WASHINGTON
Health specialists said
Saturday lhat il will be difficult, pcftups
impossible, for President Clinion lo
contain costs sufficiently to make his
health care plan work without severely
reducing medical services for some groups
or causing economic pain for others.
"You'd have lo slash and burn on prices
Ipaid lo doctors and olhcr health care
providcrsl or drastically reduce services"
to achieve the cost savings projected by
Ihc year 2000, said Kalhryn Abcmclhy, a
health care specialist al Towers Pen-in, ihc
consulting firm. "In order for mis to work,
doctors are going lo have lo make less
money; hospitals are going lo have to
make less" moftey"

Especially hard hit would be hospitals

with a large number ol Medicare patients,
specialists said.
"It's doable, but it's not good policy."
said Gerard Anderson, director of the
Johns Hopkins Center for Hospital
Finance and Managcmcnl. Anderson said
ihc way ihc plan is now drafted. Ices
received by doctors and hospitals for
Ucating Medicare patients could fall even
further below ihosc paid in the private
sector. Thai would make health care
providers less willing lo serve Medicare
patients, and would limit the access to care
of many elderly patients in ihc
government health program.
Skepticism lhat the plan could achieve
me projected savings is not universal. "We
haven't looked al their numbers in detail,"

said Lawrence S. I.cwin. chairman ol
LcwhvVHI, a health policy analysis linn,
"bin changes of this magnitude can he
achieved without serious disruption, given
enough time, if wc can gel industry and
professional providers and consumers lo
undertake reasonable changes in their
behavior."
According lo a draft of the plan lhal has
been circulating Congress, savings
obtained by slowing the growth of health
care cosls would be used by ihc federal
govcrnmeni or the private sector lo
subsidize hcallh care for ihc 35 million to
37 million Americans wilhoul hcallh
insurance al any given lime.
— LA. Times/Washington Post news
service
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'Brothers
appearing at James
Madison University on
Wednesday Sept. 15,1993
at 8:00PM in the
Convocation Center.
Doors will open at 7:00PM.
Ticket Prices
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public, and day of show
Tickets are available at Warren
Campus Center box office. For
more information please call 568
-6£17 (UPB) or 568-7919 (box office).
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Campus News
Shenandoah World Trade Association will
discuss legal issues that affect business
The Shenandoah World Trade Association will meet on
Monday, Sept 13 in Zane Showker Hall, rm. 106 from 7 9 p.m.
Roanoke attorney John M. Huddle of the law firm
Gentry Locke Rakes and Moore will speak on legal issues
that affect business practices in the international
marketplace.
The meeting is open to the public. For more
information, call Dr. Mark Usry at 568-3069.

Ongoing improvements to Carrier Library
may inconvenience students
Carrier Library will undergo asbestos removal in the
basement, which will take about a week. A very noisy
diesel-powered vacuum is required. In addition, the
stairwells will be alternately closed for a two-week period
so steps can be made for the new third floor.
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POLICE
by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter

LOG

The solicitors are described as a 5-foot-9-inch black male
wearing a blue shirt and a white female with blond hair. Police
checked all the floors, but did not locate the alleged solicitors.

Campus police report the blowing:
Grand Larceny

Fight
• Police reportedly broke up a fight between three non-students
and members of Chi Phi fraternity, which occurred behind
Bridgetorth Stadium at 10:10 p.m. Sept. 4.
Non-students Michael D. Mack. 19. of Martinsville, Scott C.
Charlion, 22, of Harrisonburg, and William J. Klisanin, 36. of
Harrisonburg. were arrested and charged with being drunk in
public. Klisanin was also charged with breach ol peace.

• A video camcorder was reported stolen from an unsecured
cabinet in a locked room in KeezeH Hall between 8 a.m. July 5 and
5 p.m. Aug. 31.
The brand, model, serial number and exact value of the
camcorder were not available at the time of the report.
The report was delayed.
• A bookbag and its contents were reported stolen from the JMU
Bookstore between 1 p.m. and 120 p.m. Sept. 8.

The non-students were reportedly taikjating near the footbridge
to Greek Row before the football game, and attempted to enter the
Chi Phi fraternity house after the game.
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The fight reportedly started after the non-students were asked to
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leave by fraternity members. One of the Chi Phi members was
reported injured.
The alleged victims later fled criminal assault charges against
Chartton and Klisanin. Harrisonburg Police reportedly arrested
Klisanin at his home charging him with assaul and battery on Sept.
6. Harrisonburg police said they have also issued a warrant for

NEWSFILE
JMU to honor former governor of Virginia
with the Commonwealth Award
On Sept 25, Governors Day, JMU will honor former
Gov. Lin wood Hoi ton, Jr., with the Commonwealth
Award for his contributions in community service and
governmental roles.
Holton has been president of Virginia's Center for
Innovative Technology since 1988. He was governor of
Virginia from 1970-74, chairman of the Republican
Governor's Association in 1973, chairman of the
Southern Regional Education Board in 1972 and
chairman of the Southern Growth Policies Board in 1973.

Petty Larceny
• An Eastpack bookbag and its contents were reported stolen
from the Bookstore between 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Sept. 7.
The bag, purple with green trim, contained two health textbooks.
The bag and its contents are valued at $100.
The report was delayed.
• A Britches' bookbag and its contents were reported stolen from
the Bookstore between 11:15am. and 1120 am. Sept. 8.
Health, music education and music history textbooks and a

Charton's arrest.

checkbook from Commonwealth One Credit Union were in the bag.
A Bible, four notebooks, four folders and sheet music in a manila

Destruction of Public Property

envelope were also in the bag.

• Unidentiied persons reportedly kicked in a resident's door in the

The dark-blue bookbag has a broken zipper on the outside
pocket.

Kappa Sigma fraternity house at 4:10 am. Sept. 10.
Damage to the door is estimated at $180.
• A dry chemical fire extinguisher was discharged in the Lambda

DUI

Chi Alpha and Sigma Pi fraternity house at 325 am. Sept. 10.

• Non-student Christopher E. Blakeley. 26. of 1441 North Devon

The discharged extinguisher then activated the automatic fire alarm
system.

Lane in Harrisonburg, was arrested and charged with driving under
the influence of alcohol and refusing to take a blood or breath test at
2:10 a.m. Sept. 8.

Unauthorized Solicitation
• Two unidentified persons were reported selling perfume in
White HaJI at 1 p.m. Sept. 9.

Number of drunk in public charges since July 9: 22

Reading and writing labs designed to give
individualized help to students all semester
Reading and writing labs in Harrison Hall will give
individualized help to students for writing papers, reading
texts and preparing for tests through the fall semester on
days when classes meet. Call for an appointment.
The Freshman Writing Lab is open from 8:15 a.m. - 5
p.m. Monday through Thursday in rm. A-133. Nancy
Farrar, x3651, is the instructor.
The University Writing Lab for uppcrclassmen is open
from 8 am. - 3 p.m., Monday through Friday in rm. A125. Betty Hoskins, x6967, is the coordinator.
The Reading Lab is open from 7:45 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday in rm. A-131. Mary
McMurray, x6111, is the reading specialist.

Student research sought for The Madison
Journal of Undergraduate Research
The Madison Journal of Undergraduate Research is a
student journal published each spring by the College of
Letters and Sciences containing research manuscripts by
JMU undergraduates of all fields of study.
Submissions must be well-written, show substantial
research and analysis of information or data, and offer
original insight into the subject. Length is open.
The author's name, address, telephone number,
academic year and major must be included. It must be in
triplicate, double-spaced and typed. It must have a title,
introduction, research analysis, conclusion and reference
page. It must be accompanied by an abstract of 1(X) words
or less. A self-addressed, stamped envelope must be
included or it won't be returned. Sources must be
documented and all graphic aids must be camera-ready.
The deadline for the Spring 1994 issue is Oct. 15. For
more details, call Dr. Peter J. Hagcr at x6133 or x6202.

• Sociology Club meeting, Jackson Hall, rm. 2,
7:30 p.m. First meeting of the semester.
• Alpha Phi Omega informational meeting, Taylor
Hall, rm. A-404,7:30 p.m.
• Anorexia Ncrvosa and Associated Disorders support
group, Emmanuel Episcopal Church, 7 p.m.
• First Right meeting, Taylor Hall, Tidewater Room,
8 p.m.
• Society ol" Human Resource Management meeting,
Zane Showker Hall, rm. 108,4:30 p.m.

• NAACP general body meeting, Taylor Hall,
Piedmont Room, 6 p.m. All students may attend.
• Alpha Epsilon Delia meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 44,
7 p.m. New members welcome.
• JMU Inspirational Ensemble meeting, Music
Building lobby, 7 p.m. Experienced singers wanted.
• American Association of University Professors
meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 4(W, 3:30 p.m. Guest
speaker: Ernst Benjamin, AAUP General Secretary.

Wednesday

Thursday

• Prc-Physical Therapy Society informational
meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 44, 6 p.m.
• Field Hockey, JMU vs. Georgetown. Bridgcforih
Stadium, 7:30 p.m.
• Men's Soccer, JMU vs. Howard, JMU Soccer Field,
4 p.m.
• Hannony meeting. Warren Hall, Massunutien Rm.,
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

• Young Democrats meeting, Maury Hall, rm. G-s,

——

7:30 p.m.
• Natural I light! meeting. Warren I lall, Piedmont
Room. X p.m.

• Women's Soccer, JMU vs. Virginia. JMU Socc
Field, 4 p.m.
^^T^^^T
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James Madison University
Office of Career Services
Presents

OPPORTUNITIES 1993
A University-Wide Career Day
Convocation Center
Thursday, September 16, 1993
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Organizations that will be present to share information about employment opportunities and internships include:
AMS
Ames Department Stores
Andersen Consulting
AT&T
Auditor of Public Accounts
Beach Ford
Burlington Industries
CEXEC, Inc.
Chrisman Financial Group
Circuit City (Finance)
Circuit City (Retail)

Colonial Williamsburg

Deloitte & Touche
Department of Defense
Department of State
EDS
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
FBI
Ferguson Enterprises
First Union National Bank
FN Wolf & Company
Freddie Mac
Great Eastern Resort Corp.
Hyatt

Impulse
JC Penney
Kmart
Lady Foot Locker
Lunsford & Associates
Marriott (Accounting)
Marriott (Controller)
Massachusetts Mutual Life
McGladrey & Pullen
Mid-Atlantic Agency
Northwestern Mutual Life
Norwest Financial

Prudential • AARP Operations)
Signet Banking Corp.
State Farm Insurance
Teach for America
TJ Maxx
US Department of State
US Drug Enforcement Agency|
US Marine Corps
US Office of Personnel Mgt.
Wal-Mart Stores
Wendy's International
Yount, Hyde & Barbour

Please dress professionally and bring several copies of your resume.

TIPS FOR A SUCCESSFUL CAREER FAIR
A career fair can be a great place to learn more about a career field, gather information on specific organizations, and establish professional contacts. To
make "Opportunities 1993" a success for you the Office of Career Services has identified some important information to keep in mind as you prepare for career
day and visit with representatives.
Preparation is a vital step in making the most out of a career fair.
• An initial step is clarifying your goals: why arc you attending the career fair and what do you hope to get outofit? Are you looking for a summer internship?
a full time position? or exploring what employment options exist for you?
• It is a good idea to identify the organizations that you would like to talk to and to prepare a list of questions that you want answered.
• Knowledge about your interests, skills, and experience is essential preparation for your conversations with employers.
• If you are using the career fair as a part of your job search you should bring copies of your resume.
• Since a career fair can be a very busy event, you want to be able to make the most of your time. Give some thought about how you will approach employers.
You want to introduce yourself, demonstrate your interest in the organization, and be prepared to discuss your education and work experience.
Communication is an important aspect of presenting yourself effectively. Because first impressions can be lasting ones, you want to pay special
attention to how you present yourself to prospective employers.
• Dress professionally.
A suit is always the best choice for men and women if you want to look professional. For women a tailored dress may be appropriate, especially in less
conservative fields. Even if you are only using the fair to gather information it is still a good idea to make a favorable impression by dressing
professionally.
• Similar to any interview situation you want to demonstrate confidence in yourself as well as enthusiasm and interest for the organization. When introducing
yourself to employers, maintain good eye contact and have a firm handshake.
• Have numerous copies of your resume in an easily accessible place so that you don't have to fumble around looking for copies as you are trying to introduce
yourself.
Follow-Up is a final and critical step in making the most out of a career fair. When you have finished talking to a representative here are a few things
you should remember to do.
•
•
•
•

Ask for the business card of the person who you are talking with.
Ask who you should contact within their organization and ask for the telephone number. Make sure that you have spelled any names correctly.
Ask each individual organization what is the best way to follow-up with them. Should you call within a specified time or send a cover letter and resume?
Ask for a time frame (How soon can you expect to hear from someone?)
Career Services staff will be available during the fair to answer any questions you might have.

^
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Crime

continued from page 3

do the paper's crime section," she said.
Others believe it would go under-used.
"I think the idea behind it is good," said
senior international affairs major Christy
Purser," since students need to know about
the crimes on campus. But, practically, I
don't see many students going to the
trouble to use it"
The computerized police log has raised
questions from people who are skeptical
about changing a system that is already
working.
"I would rather keep on doing what we
do here," MacNutl said, adding that

spending extra time doing a computerized
police log would cut into their
effectiveness.
He said JMU has 17 sworn-in officers
while UVa has 56.
"I'd be happy to do it if they give me
people to do it," he said. "I couldn't deal
with putting everything on there. I don't
have time."
SGA President Josh Pringle said, "It
sounds like a good idea, but The Breeze
already publishes a crime log. If students
show much interest in the idea then we
would look further into this."

Fishing far news:
Come catch the

^ FOUR STAR PIZZA
Tlw ftfrst to deftiw- pizza...
now dei/wrs

Sf^z.
and mow/

433-3776

News meetings are 5 p.m. Mondays
in Anthony-Seeger Hall, Room 10.

JMU Class of 1994

Two
Spaghetti
Dinners with
Garlic Bread
& Two FREE
16oz Drinks

Any Two Big
12" Subs &
Two FREE
16oz Drinks

433-3776 *&&* \ 433-3776 "&*

Large One
Topping Pizza

Large One
I Topping Pizza

with Four 16oz
Drinks

\ with Four 16oz
■
Drinks

| It A n erica's Co i/es-e Ri/\ o "k\

i±x tjitirp&dr. L±!s rour Future. ItJ toM' f>oger.

tte^Sept 13*15 tgw 9 - 4 p^.
jjg> Grafton-Stovall

433-3776 *W** ; 433-3776 <*
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LAR0E CHEESE PIZZA

JL +TAX ;
extra toppings oialy m + tax

%ML4\l

CARRY OUT ONLY!

433-PAPA
/YANG'S^ Specializing in...
Tailoring & Attentions'

.. „ .. _

A
• Alterations
•
• Uniforms •
for Men and Women

No Job Too Small or Too Bin
91 E. Elizabeth St.
Harrisonbure
Camping Gear

434-7780
Flashlights

a

G.I.
'SUM.

:-.«•

Backpacks
Dufflebags
1^

A7GJ/T V/S/0A7 EQUIPMENT

Co****
Sutpw5

10g4

Virginia Ave. (Rt 42 N. in Harrisonburg)

Harrisonburg's only authentic Army & Navy store. Carried by VALLEY
SURPLUS is a complete line of both new and used genuine surplus items. Our
grand selection at VALLEY SURPLUS includes but is not limited to twelve
different patterns of camo clothing to choose from (Treebark, Realtree,
Woodland, and Predator...) just to mention a few, and the list gets bigger with
every season. Our clothing sizes range from XSmall to XXXLargc, and we have
a limited selection of used camo clothing at a fraction of the cost of new items.

564-0002
Camo Screening

6G*

Paintball Supplies and Rentals

^■i
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Focus

In a rush
Shortened schedule and new changes quicken the pace of sorority rush
by Cyndy Liedtke
staff writer
Finding thai perfect In requires a
week of serious shopping when il comes
lo rushing a sorority.
Rush for women interested in joining
the life on Greek Row began last week
and sororities and rushecs will be
searching for the best match until
tomorrow's final hid night.

9

For many women, the search for
sisterhood is a serious task as they look
for a sense of family within a sorority
chapter.
Freshman rushce Wendy Wittmeyer
said, "I want to find a group of friends
where it seems like home, lo find that
sisterhood."
What attracts some women to sorority
life is the same thing that detracts some
people, said Kristin Radcliffe, the
assistant director of Greek life and
orientation.
"I think it's the friendship, I think it's
that instant group around you of people
who would do a lot for you," Radcliffe
said.
A sense of tradition also motivates
some women to rush. Some rushecs are
"legacies," meaning their grandmothers,
mothers or sisters arc members of a
particular sorority.
Panhellenic alters rush

This year's sorority rushecs arc
experiencing a changed system for rush
> aUMU.
Approximately 500 women arc
rushing, nearly 150 women fewer than
last year, according lo Radcliffe. B u t
the smaller number is nol the only
change in sorority rush this fall.
"The changes arc innumerable,"
Radcliffe said. Pasl rush procedures were
less efficient and the Panhellenic Council
fell the changes would case ihc process
for everyone involved.
"There's really no reason to do il any
oilier way." Radcliffe added.
Rush, which began Scpi. 8 and will
end with Bid Celebration on Sept. 14, is
one week shorter this year.
The bulk of rush falls during Ihc
weekend lo avoid conflicting with
classes and lo make il more convenient,

5

Radcliffe said.
It's also more cost-effective and less
strenuous for the individual sororities lo
shorten rush lo one week, she said.
Radcliffe also said that in trying lo
follow the guidelines of the National
Panhellenic Conference, the national
governing body of national sororiiies, a
lot of ihc "frills" have been taken ow of
nish lo reduce a lot of the stereotypes of
rush and sororiiies.
Sororities no longer sing outside their
houses, and a cap was placed on the
amount of money each sorority could
spend OH rush activities.
Bid day will also be dry this year lor
ihc first time, Radcliffe said. There will
be no alcohol or men allowed at any of
the sororiiies' functions.
"It's jusl ihc sororiiies, lo have some
special lime with their new members and
get to know each other a little bit,"
Radcliffe said.
There arc also 34 rush counselors or
Rho Chis who answer questions rushecs
have about sorority life and the Greek
system. They also serve as liaisons
between the rushecs and the sororities.
Each Rho Chi is responsible for 14 to 15
rushees.
This year, the Rho Chis, as well as the
12 Panhellenic Executive Council
members, are staying at die Harrisonburg
Days Inn during the rush period.
The purpose of ihc separalion is lo
disaffiliate the women from their own
sororities so they cannot speak to
members of their sororities during the
rush period.
Disaffilialion prevents the Rho Chis
from having any influence over a
rushee's altitude toward a particular
sorority.The Panhellenic Council and
Radcliffe feel that by staying at the hotel,
it will be easier for everyone involved to
stay neutral. The counselors and ihc
Panhellenic Executives only use their
first names during rush as another
measure lo retain their objectivity.
To finance the women's slay at the
hotel, the rush fee was raised to $25 from
last year's $10 fee.

lime requirements, as well as social and
sisterhood activities arc answered during
ihis period.
"It's really overwhelming al first,
because there arc pa many people who
arc rushing and so many sororiiies,"
freshman rushec Sarah Parker said. "As
you go lo more parlies, though, you fall
into more of a place wiih ihe people in
ihe sororiiies."
Rushees sclecl the sororiiies they
would like lo join at ihe same lime ihe
sororities are selecting the women they'd
like lo invite into their sororiiies. When
these selections match, the rushce is
asked back lo ihe particular sorority for
the next round of ihc rush process.
Rush is done in three rounds, which is
followed by a preference night. Rushees
visil all eight sororities during first
rounds.
During second rounds, rushecs go lo
up to six sorority houses, based on how
many matches were made between ihc
rushec and the sororiiies she selected.
The rushecs visit up lo four houses for
third rounds and then choose iheir first
two choices for preference night.
On preference night, rushecs go lo up
to two sororiiies and rank their first and
second choices.
The sororiiies offer invitations or bids
to women on bid day, and ihc rushec
decides which bid, if any, to accept.
Freshman rushec Candacc Miller said,
"It's awesome because everyone is
friendly and you meet everyone."
Sophomore Kristen Policicchio, a
member of Sigma Sigma Sigma said,
"Rush was a really positive experience. I
got lo know a lot of great people.
"It is hectic at first, but you meet

wonderful people," she said.
Quotas set bid offering
Every year, a different quota is set
that requires each sororily lo offer bids
lo a certain number of women. The
quout is booed on Ihe number of women
left in the rush process after Ihird rounds
and ihe number of women each sorority
can handle.
Ideally, this number would provide
that every rushec who goes through
preference night would receive a bid.
Radcliffe said.
Lam year, each sororily was required
to offer bids lo 53 women, but still some
women went through ihc entire rush
process without receiving a bid, because
more dian 600 women rushed last year.
Radcliffe and die Panhellenic Council
arc hoping lo prevent ihc no-bids this
year, Radcliffe said.
This year's quota has mil ycl been scl,
bul the numbers should be released
today during third rounds.
"We wani dial number lo go down but
1 don't know that it will because we
don't want to have the no-bids thai we
had last year," Radcliffe said.
Tomorrow night, the women on bolh
sides make the final purchase.
Bid Celebration marks the end of the
week-long rush activities as each
sorority offers bids lo those women who
have chosen their sorority through the
preference system and welcomes their
new pledge classes.
This article is ike first part of a series.
Look for an article on fraternity rush on
Thursday.

Rushees go round and round
Rush for ihc eight Panhellenic social
sororities is a mutual selection process
between Ihc rushecs and the sororiiies.
The rushecs begin the process by
going to JMU's eight social sororities on
Greek Row. As ihc rushecs narrow down
their choices among the sororiiies, ihe
sororities narrow down their choices
among ihc rushecs.
During rush week, the prospective
sorority members visit and talk lo
members of ihc sororiiies lo determine
which sorority would suil them best ami
U) learn more about the Greek system.
"Really the thing they do is talk ami
listen and observe," Radcliffe said.
Questions about dues, philanthropies,

AMYPIIUCCI

Rho Chis guide the women through rush week.Tori (center) explains to Julie
Reed and Catherine Anne Harris the rush process on their first day.
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Free Mike Tyson."
Message on the back of T-shirt worn by a man at
the Sept. 4 JMU football game. Tyson's face and the
words "I'll be back." were on the front of the shirt.
"T
If your parents didn't have sex, then the chances
are that you won't either."
Sophomore Katherine Smithley, after the subject
of a dinner conversation between Baptist Student
Union members turned to sex.

Don't forget the follow through
Clinton's 'reinventinggovernment' must stay in the game to win
President Clinton may hit a home run with this one.
Or is he just talking a good game?
The National Performance Review report,
presented by Clinton and Vice President Al Gore
on Tuesday, that calls for a reinvention of government
certainly sounds impressive. In a matter of months. Gore
and the NPR found that by trimming 252,000 federal jobs
and tightening up budgets, the government could save
$108 billion in the next five years.
But there's a lot to look at beyond these numbers.
First, how does this plan compare to past proposals? In
1984, businessman J. Peter Grace produced a similar
report for President Reagan outlining 2,478
recommendations for cutting government spending. In
fact, Grace claimed that his suggestions could cut $424
billion in only three years.
Needless to say, this didn't happen. Many of Grace's
biggest suggestions were never implemented and some of
his projections for cost-cutting were widely overstated.
Clinton says the NPR report is different even though
several of the proposals are exactly the same. Clinton
insists, as he told The Wall Street Journal, "There is a
president here who will do more than talk."
Why is the NPR plan different? First, it was written by
government employees who have seen the waste for
years. Second, trie NPR directive is to make government
work, not just to cut dollars. Third, the vice president's
involvement guarantees the plan will receive top
administrative attention.
Now that the structure is in place for change, the
government must act on it and not just use it as a positive
political move.
"Cutting waste," "doing more with less" and "making
government work" are popular political buzzwords.
Presidents — Democrat and Republican alike — really
have been singing this same strategic song for years. And
for a president accused of being a tax-and-spend

Editoriul Policy
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Democrat, the notion of eliminating costs really is
appealing.
But one federal employee told the Washington Post
that this plan is just more of the same.
"I'm 60 years old, and I've been around government a
long time," he said. "Even if a lot of regulations are
thrown away, you're still going to have the same
managers here who got us into this mess."
His point is that we need to make sure that the
elimination of 252,000 jobs will make a real difference in
making the government work better. After all, the per
capita size of the bureaucracy hasn't really grown much
over the last 30 years.
According to the Census Bureau, the number of federal
employees per 10,000 people in the U.S. population in
1966 was 111, in 1976 it was 102 and in 1992 it was only
89. So proportionately, the size of the government hasn't
even kept pace with the population of the nation.
On the other hand, reinventing any government is
extremely difficult. Because all the proven business
theories hit one major obstacle in application to
government: we have no competition.
"Honda, Nissan, Toyota — that's what you're missing
in government," business management author Tom Peters
told the Post.
Again, the four principal goals of the NPR plan — cut
red tape, make government customer-oriented, empower
federal workers, eliminate obsolete programs — are
excellent. Investing government dollars wisely and
creating programs that work could lead to a whole new
era in government.
But Clinton's pitch will have to be good. And the
follow through will have to be even better.
The house editorial is written by a member of the editorial
board and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
individual staff members.
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Well, I come from a long line of Catholic priests,
and I've taken a vow of celibacy as my father and
his father before him."
Sophomore Hal Huser responding in jest to
Smithley's comment.
' Where the hell is Taylor Hall?"
A senior at the campus center information desk
Friday after reading that senior portraits will be
taken in Taylor Hall. Taylor Hall is the campus
center addition.
"T
1 used to work quietly behind the scenes, and
brother let me tell you something, you get in an
awful lot of trouble doing that"
Oliver North at a Republican fund-raiser at the
Belle Meade Hotel in Harrisonburg on Tuesday,
responding to a previous comment about working
behind the scenes.
u

Daily Construction Update..."
Sign in the lobby of Carrier Library.
a.

Optimism is waiting for a ship to come in when
you haven't sent one out."
The Sept. 13 "Thought For [the] Day" on the sign
in Carrier Library. The TFD was listed after
*
announcements that stairwell F is closed, loud noise
could be coming from an asbestos removal vacuum
and a new wall is going up around the law library.
a

i lease be patient. I only work here because I am
too old for a paper route, too young for social
security & too tired to have an affair."
Sign taped to the wall of the copy center on the
third floor of Wilson Hall.
vJTod wants you to put in another dollar!"
Senior Noah Spalding preaching to raise money
for another keg at a party in Campus Condos on
Saturday night.
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Knowing colors and tasting life
I remember an incident
that occurred at the
beginning of our genetics
chapter in biology. Our
teacher posed the question
— Katherine
to the class: "How many
different human races are
there?'* We looked around, all thinking along the same
lines, "Let's see, there are Blacks, Whites, Asians, and,
wait a minute, are the Native Americans a different
race? What about the Arabs?" We looked around, a
few of us tossing out guesses. "Four?" "Six?" Our
teacher just shook his head with a slight smile on his
face until we died down. "One," he said. "There is one
human race."
I guess I just don't understand why we insist on
spending so much of our precious time debating,
fighting and killing over what makes one person
superior to the next. Our worth has nothing to do with
money, skin coloring or religious affiliation. The color
of skin does not affect a person's character, and yet we
use it as grounds to judge upon.
When describing someone new, the important
questions, such as: "What makes him laugh?" are left
out Instead we ask the trivial. "What does he look
like? What religion is he?" We ask these questions and
then we say we know these people; know them well
enough to judge them by our standards. This is wrong.

I do not know you because
you believe in God. I do
not call you my friend
because your skin is pale. I
know you because I know
Dimitriou
what makes you laugh, and
I can tell if your eyes are
sparkling with tears or with joy.
If I am asked to prove my existence, I will say that I
live because I feel in my heart. I am worthy of life
because of these warbled thoughts in my brain and
because of the blood — so similar to yours — that
courses through my veins. I am good enough because I
know colors and I taste life.
I would say this and you might say, "Silly! You do
not exist because you believe in your existence! You
exist because of how much money your parents make.
You exist in my eyes only because you are an average,
white, Christian, American, 18-year-old girl with a B
average. You are not good because you have dreams,
you are good because I say you are." Well, I disagree,
and what's more, I disapprove. And yet I will accept
your prejudices as one of your faults, as I hope that you
will accept mine. But I will approve of neither, for the
one thing that makes us all so similar is our differences.

Guest Columnist

Freshman Katherine Dimitriou is a native of
Richmond.

Should your face be here?
Breeze
Columnist
—?????

Should your editorial cartoon be here?

If your answer to either of these questions is yes, then apply to
become a Breeze columnist or editorial cartoonist. A cover letter
and three pieces of your published or unpublished work are due by
Friday, Sept. 17. If you have any questions, call Rob at x3846.
Send applications to this address:
Opinion Editor
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
A change in our national philosophy
must occur, not additional taxing
To the editor
Nothing is certain but death and taxes.
We've all heard this before, and it has become quite an
axiom in American history. Recently, the tax quest has been
receiving more attention in light of President Clinton's
proposed economic plan.
So taxes (once again) will be increasing for a majority of
Americans. The taxing, in addition to lowering spending on
military, reducing wasteful governmental expenditures and
supplementing the nation's economic infrastructure by
creating social programs will — it is hoped — fuel the
domestic economy and reduce the spending deficit.
As far as you know, when did giving your money away to
someone else for them to manage, especially someone who
has already proved to be financially negligent, solve any
problems?
The government, under both political parties, has
somehow squandered away billions in social security funds,
cosmically overspent beyond its means, overpaid its
employees, mismanaged budget after budget, worsened the
Savings & Loan crisis, and in their spare time congressional
members even wrote bad checks.
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Letters/
to the
editor ™
Current political philosophy is to create social programs
and domestic jobs so that the American people and their
economy can rebound from a recessionary low. The reality is
that most social programs such as welfare and housing are
paper- and money-eating giants that merely encourage
listlessness and counter ambition. Rather than working, it is
simply easier for an impoverished family to have one more
child in order to receive a greater stipend from the
government.
Nevertheless, we must care for our needy and sick and
uneducated. Yes, this can be done; however, our people and
our government must realize the legislated inadequacies in
our system.
When the producers in our economy are forced to give up
nearly 40 percent of their earnings to an institution that
number one: can't handle money correctly, and number two:
fails to help others handle money correctly, a change in
philosophy must occur. The underground economy will grow
unchecked if people are continually forced to surrender more
and more of their income. (How many people do you know
who work "under the table?")
So what do we do?
We must wean Americans away from the great breast of
life: the social programs, such as welfare, that have proved
not to incite professional ambition, but merely to perpetuate
complacency.
We must pay for the jobs that need the brightest people.
Social workers and teachers should be some of the highest
paid individuals in the country. We need to educate our
youth and repopularize the family.
We must eliminate the collegiate push, a paradigm that is
hard to break. In terms of education, we are finding it more
and more difficult to accomplish more than our parents. If we
stop the cycle now, and learn the ever-increasing importance
of new career paths, such as technical training and secondary
school-to-job programs, we can create a better skilled and
more desirable job base.
The fuel of capitalism is money, and when it is wasted and
spilled, the American economic machine sputters and slows.
Many people want to blame capitalism, but the system is not
the problem; we are. The changes must be expeditious and
can only be sounded by the American people.
Matthew Stark
Class of 1993
English/Marketing
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Let cooler heads prevail as we near the 21st century
It is clear from editorials and letters in recent
Breezes that passions are at a high pitch. JMU may, I
fear, be on the verge of rushing into some illconsidered changes. I thereby submit these simple and,
I feel, unexceptionable ideas to help any future
decision making.
Education is THE primary JMU mission: While
attractive buildings and grounds and sports and many
other amenities make JMU a pleasant place, academic
pursuits are literally our reason detre. Over the years
JMU has built quite a good academic reputation. Since
JMU is the Virginia university with the highest fee-totuition ratio, some wonder if perhaps we are not
beginning to forget or neglect our primary mission.
Our reputation is, nevertheless, still high.
If it's not broken, don't fix it: JMU faculty and
students have repeatedly heard in the past — including
the recent past — how well they are doing. These
accolades would seem to imply that not only are there
individual accomplishments, but also that the
organizational structure has encouraged group
achievement. In spite of this, there are now hints that
major changes may be forthcoming.
Soon the year 2000 will be here — but the
Millennium is not coming: The "everything must
change" message seems to have something to do with
the 21st century. Why? Of course things will change,
but what else is new — change has always been with
us. In the 1960s, for example, there was upheaval in
academia (from the..-Vietnam War and racial
integration). We are an academic community — not a
primitive sect waiting for cataclysms or the end of the
world. Reasoned, objective discourse with input from
all concerned groups is the academic way. It works.
If it's broken, fix it: If the arrival of the 21st
century is not per se a reason for all this change, what

Guest Columnist
Dr. John Palmer

is? The faculty concerns committee of the faculty senate
has been told that Virginia's financial troubles are the
result of skyrocketing Medicaid and prison building costs.
Much higher medical and crime control costs over the last
decade or so have not bought much improvement. We are
not that much healthier than we were (and some of our
improved health is due to saner diets and less smoking)
and the crime situation has not improved. So it is in these
areas — where old approaches have not worked — that
change and innovation are called for.
Innovation, change and dynamism are not
necessarily good: The Ford Edsel and the new Coca-Cola
(before "Classic Coke") were innovations; dynamic
change had taken place! Obviously they were not
improvements on the old Ford Fairlane and the old CocaCola (we have yet to see how Pepsi Clear will turn out).
It's fine to work for innovation here at JMU, but care is
needed ("if it's not broken...").
A decrease in educational excellence is not always
obvious: Even more caution is needed with educational
"innovation" than with commercial product innovation. If
all JMU courses featured only a final exam which was
computer scored — apparent efficiency would be
increased but real effectiveness would plunge. This
effectiveness loss might not, however, be obvious:
graduates would not think or communicate as well or as
creatively as they would have, but this slow loss over a
period of years would likely be hard to detect.
Dr. John Palmer is an associate professor of
Great care should be taken to protect academic marketing and hotel, restaurant management.

CALL YOUR

PAPA!

433-PAPA
PARTY SPECIAL

433-7272

Carryout Special Perfec^zzaprice

One 14"
One 14"
One 14"
Lg. WORKS Large Cheese Large with
& One Lg.
Two Topping
Two Topping
$798
$4-97
$
/ +tax
JL +Ux
Additional Toppinp 93* each

13 99

+ tax

EXPfRES 30 DAYS

EXPIRES 30 DAYS

integrity: Since money can be saved with no
immediately obvious resulting loss of benefits, those
who guard academic integrity have an important
mission. Two such guardians are the Senate
Curriculum & Instruction Committee and Phi Beta
Kappa. Given that the JMU administration seems to
have recently (the Aug. 6 resolution) tried an end run
around the former and was turned down by the latter
— the academic community must guard and preserve
academic integrity.
CISAT skepticism and caution Is warranted: We
apparently now have a (CISAT) course listed in the
catalog which has not been approved by the C&I
Committee. This is a first — and hopefully a last.
Several knowledgeable JMU faculty have questioned
the substantiveness of CISAT's curriculum. JMU
proper (pre-CISAT JMU) is the equivalent of a Ford
Fairlane, a well known, accepted product; CISAT may
be an Edsel — or it may be a Mustang. Students
should hope that in the future all CISAT courses are
approved by C&I: this is equivalent to the JMU seal of
approval and should help avoid an Edsel-type outcome
for CISAT. Similarly, faculty hiring for CISAT should
be scrutinized by existing faculty.
In summary: Let's all cool our jets for a while. If
change is needed, let's have a period of discussion and
consensus building. If the State Council of Higher
Education for Virginia or the state legislature work
themselves into a frenzy for "change now," that is all
the more reason to have cool heads here. Overall, JMU
is a good university, but there do seem to be reasons to
think we are starting down a wrong road. Easy does it.
We have a lot to lose. If it's not broken...

EXPIRES 30 DAYS
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Moab
High Plains
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FREE Lock, li year FREE Adjs.
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9-8 Sat. 9-6
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434-5151

UNIQUE CREATIONS
FLORIST AND GIFT BASKETS

A.F.S.
Skyfine Village
Worid-Vfide (upfromRack&Sack)
Wire Service
(703)564-2481

fash Arrangements
Silk Arrangements
BalloonBoutfuets
GiftBaskts
) Plants bVkatiis
Imported and local
Vfint$(cmin$soon)

ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with confidence
Enroll in Army ROTC, an elective that's different
from any other college course. ROTC offers
hands-on leadership training. Training that
gives you experience and helps build self

IK Off

confidence, character and management skills. All
the credentials employers look for. ROTC is open
to freshmen and sophomores without obligation and requires about 4 hours per week
It will put your life on a whole new course.

with JHU LD.
(Applies Only to Fresh and Silk
Arrangements, Gift Baskets, Balloon
Bouquets, Plants)

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
CONTACT:

CAPTAIN DOUG KEARNES (703) 568-6094

5

FREEIOCAL DEUVERY" " "s

FRESH ARRANGEMENTS
$5
(Minimum $25
$5
OFF Coupon expires 12-30-93) OFF
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Styl
thompson & trammell leap into
the past with friends, colleagues

Despite obstacles, band JC

Friends, students, and supporters
of the JMU-based dance duo
thompson and trammell, (top)
gathered Friday night for a
reception honoring the team's 10th
anniversary together.
"Because it is so hard to make a
living, small groups have a hard
time staying together," Cynthia
Thompson said. "We feel very
fortunate to sustain that."
Kate Trammell said the secret of
their partnership stems from their
ability to stimulate, challenge and
make each other laugh.
Jeff Romano, (second) who
composed and performed some of
the music for the concert, described
the pair as "a great source of
inspiration."
Another composer/musician,
Gary Green, remarked on his
experience performing with the
two as "intense.'*
Others in attendance, such as
thompson and trammell quartet
member William Seigh, who
traveled from Los Angeles, said
Thompson and Trammell's
professionalism and friendship has
been the reason for the group's
"incredibly" long run. Seigh will
perform with the duo on their
upcoming European tour.
Deborah Riley, a friend who
choreographed a piece for
Thompson and Trammell's concert
Friday night, (third) said the duo's
great partnership and success
comes from their respect for each
other.
"They respect each other and are
very respectful of the [dance]
process," Riley said.
Most of Thompson and
Trammell's guests had not only
performed with the duo but had
enjoyed their performances over
the years.
Senior dance major Christia
Crocker said, "If it were not for
them, I would not be dancing."
Crocker, who arrived dressed in
a waitress uniform, was one of
several students who came in a
costume from one of Thompson
and Trammell's past works.
Memorabilia from the group's
decade together also adorned one
room of Duke Hall (bottom).
Here, inflatable rings, joined
promotional posters, K-Mart name
tags, scissors and dolls in a collage
of history are showcased for the
guests to view.
Ten years ago, thompson and
trammell formed when the women
choreographed a dance together.

Story by Chip Ferguson

All man Brother
by Drew vanEsselstyn
senior writer
From high school band to star status,
the Allman Brothers have traveled a
long and sometimes tragic road
through their 20 years.
Their road will bring them to JMU this
Wednesday.
The Allman Brothers Band, the
grandfathers of southern rock, will bring
their own unique style of music to the
Convocation Center as part of their latest
tour. Opening for the Allman Brothers is
Warren Haynes, a new second guitarist?
highlighted by the songs on his new
album, which is "rhythmically very
different [from the Brothers] and
showcases heavy singing," West said.
It will a true '90s-type concert as the
Allman Brothers combine the old Junes
with the new. Classics such as "Melissa"
and "Whipping Post" will be combined
with material off their latest album.
"It's extremely timeless music," Tour
Historian _and Manager Kirk West said.
"It's not trendy, and they never
appealed to the lowest common
denominator. Their standards were
very high, and they brought that
audience to that."
A band that has spanned the
decades, as well as undergone
many facelifts in becoming
who they are today, will now
play to the children of
audiences they played to
back in the early 1970s.
"The Allman Brothers
played
music
for
themselves," West said.
"They hit you over the head
and make you listen. The
Brothers
challenge the
listener to enjoy." a
The
cornerstones of
what became the
Allman Brothers
were Duane and

drummer got drafted and the bassist went
crazy."
The band later changed its name to the
Allmanac, which was then discovered by
Bill McEwan, who had already managed
the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band for Liberty
Records. At that point, they moved to
California.
"They were pretty well directed, told
how to dress," West said. "They were
taken to a costume department and told to
pick out psychedelic clothes. They were
used to playing five hours a show, five or
six nights a week, and the record company
wouldn't let them.
"But the records they were recording
[for Liberty] didn't reflect what they were
capable of or what they wanted to do," he
added.
The Allmans moved back to Florida
and
got

They hit
and make yo
Brothers challe
23B^y"SS Verier to enjoy ...
JR^itaC **ndy, and they never
died^the family
Dayton. Beach,

Photos by Maggie Welter

appeale(i to tne

lowest
denominator. yy

involved with the
Jacksonville
common
music scene,
which is where
"Sunshine State"
would later prove
Kirk West they met up with
to be the roots of manager, historian for the Allman Brothers Band guitarist Dickey
Betts. bassist
the band.
——————— Berry Oakley
While Greggand drummer Butch Trucks. A tumultuous
Allman was still in his last year of high
two years after the demise of the original
school, the boys put together a band called
Allman Joys, the elements were in place
the Allman Joys, and the band became
for a group to be formed.
official in 1965.
Gregg came back home with a lot of
"That worked from late *64 to about
material, and the band was born. The
February '67," West said. "But then the
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rs
prevails and brings music to new generation of listeners
Allman Brothers Band was quickly signed
as the first act for a fledgling Capricorn
Records, and their self-titled debut album
was released in 1969.
The Allman Brothers Band has since
developed and refined the style of music
known as southern rock. Bands like the
Eagles and Lynard Skynard followed the
Brothers, each with their own style.
While the Eagles stuck more to country
rock and Skynard was driven by a heavy
guitar orientation, the Brothers made their
way toward incorporating a variety of
styles.
A unique feature of the Brothers was
the two lead guitarists and two drummers,
which added to the intensity of the show
and the music.
In 'The Rolling Stone History of Rock
and Roll,'' author Joe Nick Patoski wrote,
"Powered by a rhythm section that
rumbled like a freight train, and playing a
blues-drenched repertoire that
showcased Gregg Allman's gritty
vocals and gospel organ, the
ABB featured a unique
interplay between two
gifted lead guitars.
Dickey Betts and
Duane himself."
"Duane wanted
a
second
drummer, wanted
a freight train
driving his ass,"
West said. "The
drums float in
sometimes and
complement the
front line. But
other times the
drums
are
roaring' over the
front line guys."
Since then, a
third drummer has
been added. Marc
Quinones has brought
a Latin feel to the
group, according to West
Soft songs like "Blue
Sky" and "Melissa" were
counterbalanced by pieces like
'Whipping Post" and "One Way
Out," in which Duane Allman and Betts
could exhibit their expertise on dueling
lead guitar solos.
In 1971, tragedy hit the band and the
Allman clan when Duane was involved in
a fatal motorcycle accident in Macon, Ga.
One year later, again in Macon, Oakley
died in a similar accident. Never did the
blues riffs for which the Allmans were
known seem more appropriate.
" I n
essence, people were expanding as
songwriters," West said. "Some were
obviously written as a result of the deaths,
but it was more growth."
The album "Eat a Peach" was
"dedicated to a brother" and was a

MMMNM

KIRK WEST

The Allman Brothers Band, coming to the Convocation Center Wednesday night, are from l-r: Jaimoe, Gregg Allman,
Dickey Betts (not presently with the group), Butch Trucks, Allen Woody, Warren Haynes and Marc Quinones.

watershed record that marked the slow
demise of the Allman Brothers.
By 1976, the band had lost its fire. But
the band got together again in two years
later. Capricorn Records went bankrupt in
1980, so the Brothers switched labels to
Arista Records.
"[Arista] tried to turn the band into a
Journey-type band, and they got really
frustrated," West said. "At that point, the
band died of indifference."
Their last show in the early-'80s was an
appearance on Saturday Night Live on
January 23,1982.
In 1989, the group experienced a
second revival. Betts and Gregg Allman
had started solo careers, both under the
same label, Epic Records, and had each

found success.
Epic felt it would be easy, both
politically and structurally, to reform the
band, and it would be convenient to have a
20-year anniversary.
Eighteen or 19 bassists auditioned to
replace Oakley. Finally Allen Woody —
who was the last to audition — gained the
position.
"He played more like Berry Oakley
than anyone else," West said. "But he was
able to play like himself, too."
Another alteration to the original lineup
when Betts "ran into some trouble with the
police in Saratoga, N.Y.," according to
West, Betts he will be back later this fall.
"He's doing fine, and he's doing what
he needs to be doing, and playing music

isn't what he needs to do right now," West
said.
Jack Pearson has stepped in as the latest
replacement for Betts, and he has proven
to be more than able, according to West
In the Brother's song "Melissa," their
own lyrics best describe the course of their
career — "Crossroads seem to come and
go; Gypsy flies from coast to coast;
Knowing many, loving none; bearing
sorrows, having fun; but back home he'll
always run."
Tickets are still available for the
Wednesday night show and can be
purchased at the UPB box office. Tickets
are $12 with valid JMU ID and $16
without an ID.
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Delicatessen
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Harrisonburg. VA 22801
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TOWING
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Where music lives
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_£UB ** RESTAURANT

Be kind
Mother

171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg. VA 22801

/V/r>/,</m Madness - BAABA SETH
World Real I >ance Music i1'

Tuesday

Estrus Recording Artists

24 Hour
Towing
AAA Service
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10% Discount for
Towing & Repairs
with JMU ID

Post Alltnan Brothers Party
with Blues Explosion
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Recycle.
Reuse.
Reduce.

Don't get stuck,
call us.

Thursdax Blue Miracle
1

11> >! tunes from ('ollciic Park.
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Saturday
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340 Bowman Rd.
Dayton, VA 22821

Lituiini! Tim Rcyin

l\incjl>ees (blues)

879-2039

Call 433-TUNE for concert information 24 hours a day.
All shows start at 10:00 or 10:30!
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SEPTEMBER:
•THE YEAR THAT PUNK BROKE
•BENNY & JOON
•MENACE II SOCIETY: also...at midnight.
CLASH of the TITANS
•MENACE II SOCIETY
•NINOTCHKA
•FALLING DOWN
•AFRICAN QUEEN
•EL MARIACHI
•BLADE RUNNER
OCTOBER:
•CLIFFHANGER
•PHILADELPHIA STORY
•ROSENCRATZAND
GUILDENSTERN ARE DEAD
•SIXTEEN CANDLES
•BLUES BROTHERS
•LADY EVE
•THE LIVING END
•CLEAN AND SOBER
•LAST ACTION HERO
•WHITE HEAT
•TOUS LES MATINS DU MONDE
•DAVE
•ROMAN HOLIDAY
•JUST ANOTHER GIRL IN THE I.R.T.
•WHAT'S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT
•SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE

IfU Atfman Qrotfurs
appearing at James Madison University
on Wednesday Sept. 15,1993
at 8:00PM in the Convocation Center.
Doors will open at 7:00PM.

14
15,16
17

Ticket Prices
$16 w/o ID, general public, and day of show

18
19-FREE
24,25
26 -FREE
28
29,30

Tickets are available at Warren Campus Center box office.
For more Information please call 568 -6217 (UPB) or
568-7919 (box office).

.til
3-FREE V
5
6
8
10-FREE
12
13-FREE
15,16
17-FREE
19
20,21
24 -FREE
26
27,28
•29,30

Wilson Hall 8:00PM

Admission is FREEH!

■

The lead singer and song writer of Arrested Development
presents a lecture on discrimination, world culture. ;ind
African-American studies. "Speech" also talks about his
journeys through other countries while touring with Arrested
Development.

■

| 4 ■ • |
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MAKE AN INVESTMENT IN YOURSELF!!

CONSIDER A CAREER

FOR MORE

^K:

CLASSES MEET

1588 8. Main St. • Harrisonbur&VA 22801

j INFO CALL

EVERY MON.

ft WED. AT
7:00PM IN

IN SALES

432-1437

It's Rewarding!

AND ASK

GODWIN HALL

iFOR

WRESTLING ROOM.

FIRST CLASS IS MONDAY SEPTEMBER 12TH

—

NICK.

As the #1 supplier of customized
business forms and labels, Wallace
Computer Services, Inc. is eager to
attract graduates interested in a
career with a short learning curve
and a high earning curve.

BE THERE!!

COME AND JOIN THE JMU MARTIAL ARTS CLUB!
Uf/IfA

635 S. MAIN ST.
433-9245
SOOTH MAIN ,

As a Wallace Sales Rep, well prepare you for success with a comprehensive sales training program that will allow you to develop
your own leads, service major accounts, and design forms to solve
customers' problems and increase their productivity.
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If you have excellent business and interpersonal
strengths, plus a college
degree, preferably in
Business, success may be
waiting for you. We offer a
guaranteed salary, unlimited
commission potential, and
the opportunity to move ahead into management or marketing.

Stop by our
booth at the
Career Fair on
September 16.

To find out more about your future in sales, attend our information
session on Tuesday, October 26th at 7pm in Zane Showker
Hall, Room 201. To interview on October 27th, resumes
must be submitted to the Career Center between September
20th and 21st If you are unable to attend but would like information, send your resume to: Steve Townsend, Wallace Computers
Services, Inc., 4000 Legato Rd., Suite 940, Fairfax, VA 22033. Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Where successful careers take form.

1:00 PM
25

RETURN 111

W

WALLACE
COMPUTER SERVICES, INC.
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Sports
Last-minute score lifts Spiders, 20-13
JMU's defense impressive, but penalties, mistakes stifle comeback
by Alison Boyce
staffwriter
The 14th-ranked Richmond
Spiders just crawled past the
Dukes Saturday, 20-13, in JMU's
Yankee Conference opener in
Bridgeforth Stadium.
A Richmond touchdown, with
six seconds remaining in the
game, spoiled a 13-point rally by
JMU.
"If Richmond is supposed to be
one of the best teams in the
conference, then we have a lot to
look forward to," sophomore
quarterback Mike Cawley said.
"They didn't beat us, we beat
ourselves. If we had played a
little better, we might have won
the game."
The much-maligned JMU
defense came up big, stifling
several third-down plays, and
turning back the Spiders twice
inside the JMU 10-yard line with
an interception and a goal-line
stand
But three JMU turnovers and
big plays on special teams by
Richmond gave the Spiders
excellent field position all day.
"We were playing well the
entire time," defensive end Dion
Foxx said. "We had a lot of big
hits, but the backs kept their
feet."
Cawley had a pass batted in
the air and intercepted by
Richmond on the JMU 43-yard
line late in the fourth quarter that
led to the game-winning score.
"We had too many penalties,
too many turnovers," JMU head
coach Rip Scherer said. "We just
lost our poise."
The Dukes' offense had a hard
time getting started. Quarterback
Gary Lyons threw for 50 yards
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MIKEHEFFNER

tamont Gooding and the rest of the JMU defense held in check one of the most potent offensive attacks in Division MA Saturday.
and one interception in a 6-for-15
first-half performance, and JMU
trailed 13-3 at halftime.
Cawley came off the bench to
spark the Dukes offense in the
second half, leading a 6-play, 69yard touchdown drive that made
the score 13-10 with 12:15 left in
the fourth quarter.
"All we needed to do was get
something going," wide receiver
David McLeod said. "Once we
got the touchdown, that started
turning things around."
A 33-yard field goal by Trey

Weis tied the game at 13-13 with
5:44 remaining in the game. JMU
got the ball back at their own 30yard line with 3:40 left in the
game, and Cawley hit McLeod
for a 19-yard gain.
JMU was set back 20 yards for
a personal foul and an illegal
procedure penalty, but Cawley
appeared to have bailed out JMU
when he hit freshman wide
receiver Jay Jones streaking
down the left sideline deep into
Richmond territory. But Jones
dropped the ball, and Cawley

threw the interception on the next
play.
"There's obviously a lot of
things we need to get better at,
execution-wise," he said. "The
most important thing was that we
kept competing. It wasn't easy."
The Dukes meet the University
of Connecticut Huskies on
Saturday, Sept. 18, in Storrs,
Conn.
Tailback Rhadshaun Miles did
not play due to arthroscopic knee
surgery. Scherer set no timetable
for his return.

Richmond
JMU

7 6 0 7—20
0 3 7 3—13

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—UR, Scou 29-155.
Henderson 11-28. Lee 4-21.
Strashensky 4-11, Lilly 6-3. JMU.
Jeter 18-76. Agee 10-27, Cawley 4
21, Lyons 3-0.
PASSING—UR, Lilly 11-19-2
151, St. Pierre 0-1-0 0. JMU, Lyons
10-21-1 65. Cawley 5-11-2-66.
RECEIVING—UR. Boothes 561. Rydolch 4-59. Scou 1-20, Lee
1-11. JMU. McLeod 4-38, Agee 317, Dorsey 3-25, Jones 1-23, Jeter
2-8. Allen 1-10, Anderson 1-10

Sports psychologist offers mental edge

SHANNON WALTERS

McMillin has been at JMU 22 years.

by Cindy Hancher
contributing writer
Stop. Relax. Refocus.
This is just one of the techniques Dr.
Challace McMillin teaches to athletes
through his work as a sports psychologist
McMillin uses the Stop-Relax-Refocus
technique helps an athlete maintain focus
after making an error in a game or meet.
"Athletes have a tendency to get down
on themselves when they make a
mistake," lacross player Diane Hollowell
said. "He teaches us to let the negative
stuff go."
McMillin, 51, is a professor in the
kinesiology department and has been
working for JMU for 22 years. He is a
resident of Harrisonburg, and he received
his doctorate from the University of

Virginia in 1990.
He works primarily with track, field
hockey and lacrosse, and he meets with
the teams and individuals to help improve
the mental side of their sport. Other skills
he helps athletes develop are time
management, goal setting, relaxation,
imagery and stress management
"The mental aspect of sport involves
skills just like the physical aspect and you
identify those skills and begin to work on
those skills," McMillin, a former JMU
football coach, said.
The thought process can affect how
well an athlete plays the game. Lacrosse
coach Dee McDonough said that the
psychological side is essential, because if
an individual is mentally prepared, they
have an advantage.
"It's the mental part of the game that

sometimes will separate the good team
from the OK team," McDonough said.
"It gives you that one step ahead of the
other team that you play against"
According to McMillin, the program
educates athletes in understanding how
their beliefs and perceptions affect their
performance.
'They begin to make their mind be an
asset for them, and not a hindrance."
The concentration techniques and skills
that McMillin teaches improves an
athlete's ability to focus and prepare for
the game or event.
"It's not like think positive and
everything is going to be all right,"
McMillin said. "Life is not that simple.
There are no shortcuts. It's like any other
thing an athlete does in terms of learning
how to play the sport"
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LARGE CHEESE PIZZA

extra tt)ppings onJy9.V+tax

CARRY OUT ONLY!

433-PAPA

433-7272

every Tuesday
11AM 'til 2PM
Commuter (Student Lounge
1st Floor
TAYLOR HALL

Q)
BUIWWG ON TRADmON...
NOT RESTING ON rr.

OPEN HOUSE TONIGHT

8:00PM

6o come and enjoy good people and good feed!!!

HALF POUND
T-BONE DINNER

PONDEROSA

EVERY TEST DOESN'T HAVE
TO BE A STRESS TEST.
Practicing for tests can help raise your scores and lower
your anxiety. And Cliffs StudyWare' has the most complete
test preparation programs available for your computer. Get
a free Test Survival Kit. details at:
__ —-—

#£w^f?

MMHWU

Wf/J/tfh^JAfJlfi&tfM

Includes Choice Of Baked Potato Or Fries,
The Grand Buffett™ And Sundae Bar
(No Other Discounts Valid With Special)

For
Next to Valley Mall & Wal-Mart, Harrisonburg, VA
Route 33 East 433-7121
Sun.-Thurs. 7 AM - 9 PM, Fri. & Sat. 7-10 PM
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Lack of experience has volleyball struggling
Dukes now 0-6, but showing some signs of
improvement after loss to Montana State
by Jason Ruggiero

contributing writer
The JMU women's volleyball team,
trying to overcome youth and
inexperience, found a positive side to its
3-1 loss to Montana State on Sunday.
The Dukes won their first game of the
match by a score of 15-10.
Sophomore hitters Susan Martin and
Debbie Prince were standouts in helping
the JMU squad win its first game of the
season.
"We really played well together as a
team in the first game, and it was some of
our most consistent play of the season,"
Prince said.
Montana State played tough volleyball
the rest of the way, pulling out the last
three games by scores of 15-11, 15-12,
and 15-12. The Dukes survived three
match points in the final game, but were
eventually subdued by a strong Montana
State hitting attack.
"We really played much more
competitively today, and I feel that we are
just now beginning to become a more
stable unit on the court," coach Mary
Harrington said after the match. "We are
now starting to see that light at the end of
the tunnel."
From a technical aspect, the squad,
which is now 0-6, was impressive in
coming up with some spectacular hitting
at various times in the match. Each game

&

was tightly contested, but Montana State
came up big during the important points.
"I feel that consistency and confidence
are the two things that we need to improve
upon," sophomore hitter Marcey Dodd
said. "Although we are a very young
team, we don't like to use it as an excuse,
because we know that we have the ability
to be competitive in every match."
The Dukes are trying to overcome key
injuries to their only returning seniors,
hitter Zoe Anastas and setter Amber
Jaunrubenis, and are starting to find a
lineup that works well together.
"We are really interested in continuing
to gel as a team," Dodd said, "but we are
definitely excited about winning some
matches."
The Dukes next match is at the
Tennessee Invitational in a four-team
tournament Sept. 17-18 featuring Furman,
Tennessee and Duke.

UPCOMING SCHEDULE
Sept. 19
Sept. 22
Sept. 24-25

Sept. 29
Oct. 5

at Southern Miss
at Alabama-Birm.
at Maryland
JMU Invitational
JMU vs. Campbell
JMU vs. Delaware
Virginia Tech
at Loyola (Md.)

MIKE HEFFNER

Co-captain Susan Martin (8) is a leader on a JMU team that is playing without
its only two returning seniors because of injuries.

SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS

FIELD HOCKEY
No. 1 Old Dominion squeaks by
JMU In weekend series
The JMU field hockey team's bid at an
upset came up short. The Monarchs held
on for 3-2 wins on both Saturday and
Sunday at Old Dominion.
In Sunday's game, ODU scored 27
minutes into sudden death overtime to
secure the match.
Despite being outshot 30-9 in the
game, the Dukes were able to force
overtime thanks to 25 saves by sophomore
goalie Jen Ruggiero.
Freshman midfielder Carole Thate tied
the game at 1-1 with her third goal in two
games.
Only two minutes after the Monarchs
took a 2-1 lead at the 43:11 mark, junior
back Renee Ranere tied the game again.
Saturday, the Monarchs were able to
hold off the Dukes again.
Thate tied the score at 1-1 with a goal
at the 38:34 mark of the game.
ODU, who outshot JMU 16-6, scored
the next two goals to take a 3-1 lead.
Thate answered with her second goal of
the game at the 61:33 mark, and she cut
the Monarch lead to 3-2.
The Dukes' weekend performance at
ODU is impressive and encouraging
considering their history against theMonarchs. JMU lost last year 7-0 and 101, and in 1991 the team was crushed 10-0.

JMU's next game is Wednesday when
the team hosts Georgetown.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Women's soccer survives
Wright State, Dayton
The Dukes bounced back from their
loss to George Mason last Wednesday to
pull out one-goal victories against both
Wright State and Dayton this weekend in
Dayton, Ohio.
Sunday, it took Dayton only 2:30 to
score and take a 1-0 lead.
Senior Jon-nell Berry scored at the
28:35 mark off of an assist from
sophomore forward Ashley Williamson.
In the second half, again the Dukes
found themselves trailing. But junior
forward Kerri O'Connell answered with a
goal at the 64:49 mark.
With just 12 minutes remaining in the
game, junior midfielder Julie Reule gave
the Dukes the lead for good with a goal off
of an assist from freshman midfielder
Samanth Andersen.
Saturday, Williamson provided the
only goal of the game at the 69:44 mark.
The wins improve die team's record to
3-Ion the season.
The Dukes host Virginia on Thursday.

MEN'S SOCCER
JMU drops Monmouth, 3-0

The JMU men's soccer team improved
its record to 2-0-1 with a 3-0 shutout of
Monmouth in Monmouth, NJ. Sunday.
Monmouth managed to keep the game
scoreless for the first 70 minutes of the
game. But then the Dukes exploded.
Junior forward Brent Bennett led the
attack by scoring at the 71:17 mark.
Sophomore midfielder Kaarlo Kankkunen
added to the lead with his goal just seven
minutes later.
JMU took a 3-0 lead on another goal
from Bennett at the 80:10 mark.
The team's next game is Wednesday
when the team hosts Howard.

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Dukes sprint by three schools
at Manhattan Quad Meet
The JMU men's cross country team ran
all over Manhattan, Bucknell and Rutgers
at die Manhattan Quad Meet in New York
on Saturday.
The Dukes defeated Manhattan 49-IS,
and then disposed of Bucknell and Rutgers
38-19 and 47-16, respectively.
The team captured the top three spots
with senior Matt Holthaus placing first.
The team's next meet is Sept. 25 at the
Virginia Military Invitational in
Lexington.

WOMEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY

Dukes fall to Bucknell,
Manhattan, beat Connecticut
The Dukes managed to defeat one of
three schools at the Manhattan Quad Meet
in New York on Saturday.
JMU fell to both Bucknell and
Manhattan 35-22, but held off Connecticut
29-28.
Leading the way for the Dukes was
senior Melissa Freda who placed fifth with
a time of 19:24.2.
The team's next meet is Sept. 18 at the
Navy Invitational in Bronx, N.Y.

MEN'S GOLF
Hughes leads men's golf team
at Navy Invitational
Junior Pleasant Hughes shot a two-day
score of 149 to win the individual
competition and lead the JMU men's golf
team to a second place finish at the Navy
Invitational this weekend in Annapolis,
Md.
The Dukes finished just three strokes
behind Invitational winner Navy, with a
team score of 127.
Finishing six strokes behind Hughes
were teammates juniors Doug McCarthy
and Scott Graber, transfer Denny
Kamencik and freshman Lanny Duncan.
All four tied for sixth.
The team's next match is Sept. 17-18 at
the Georgetown Invitational in
Fredericksburg.
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Exposed

Recycle,
Reuse,
Reduce!

Would you like to shoot
pictures for The Breeze.' If so,
call Mike or Craig at X6127.
Photo meetings are 4 p.m.
Mondays and Fridays.
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In Need Of...
the Breeze needs two more Ad Designers.
Responsibilities:
Designing ads for local businesses to be published in the Breeze
twice per week. You will work with your account executive to give
the client the desired results.

DEADLINE
SEPT. 15

Send Cover Letter • Resume •
Clips (if available) to: Lisa Duffy

Exec. Business Mgr.
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
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Touch the

jgyA Don't Miss
iffi-h Our Exit!

TH

We wanted to take a moment to thank our friends at JMU for
the incredible response to our Clothing and Tapestry Sale.
We appreciate your continued support. If your travels take
you Downtown, stop by and receive

6,9 & 12 Month Leases Available*
• Full Size Washer & Dryer
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Townhouses or Gardens • Remodeled Kitchen
Pool & Tennis Court
• City Bus Service to JMU
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• Furnished Apartments
Ceiling Fans
• New Lower Rates
Mini Blinds
• Student Individual Leases
Small Pets Welcome*
• 24-Hour Maintenance
• On Site Management

25% OFF ALL BALINESE & TIBETAN INCENSE
All non consignment incense burners are also 25% OFF.
Passport oags from all countries are 20% OFF.
These prices are good through Saturday, September 18th.
Thanks Again And We Hope To See You Soon'.

THE MATH INSTITUTE
10 Years of experience helping
people with Math: Calculus,
Statistics, Math 103, 107, etc.,
GRE & GMAT preparation,
Math Anxiety.

JFffsk
Mon. - Fri. 10'6
Sat. 10-5
Sun. 1*5
' Some restrictions apply
Clubhouse. Devon Lane • Harnsonburg. VA 22801
Directions: Across the highway from JMU Campus. 1-81 Ex* 24$ East on Port
Republic Road to lop of M. right on Devon Lane.ro Rental Office.

BYRON IHMmiRIKS 269-6251

434-2220

Nowyou can go to the library
without leaving your room.
human*programs on CD-ROM
cover every subjectfrom politics to physiology
Andtheymcorporak sound, animation, HUH
and video dipsSo ordinary bfnabecome
mon exciting, mvokeng'and relevant

Bring your papers, projects and presentations to
Ufe by incorporating photos, dip art and a huge variety
ojtype fonts- all available on CD-ROM

-x-

Plug in a pair oj self-powered
speakers and the CD ROM arwe plays audio
CDs loo-so you can wort away,
while listening to your favorite musk.

Because a single CD-ROM due stores more
information dm 500 floppy daks, you'll be ablet
mslmdy access encyclopedias, dktionahts and extensMdalabam-allwilblhedickofamouse

CD-ROM technology brings vast new
capabilities to He desktop Which a why, soon, mere and mon computers will include a CD ROM
drat. Buy one, and you're making an
investment thai will last you well into the future
Apple Macintosh Centra "610
8/2)0 with CD ROM, Macintosh Color
Display and Apple Extended Keyboard II

Macintosh Promo
CDgifpack. FREE

We'll even help you start
your own CD-ROM library. Buy die
Macintosh Centris 610 now, and you'll
, also receive the CD-ROM g$pack
two discs that mduaean electronic
encyclopedia, a dictionary, inleractiit
rick videos, music for your audio
CD player and more (worth (J2T,.

$2349
CD-ROM technology puts librane of information at your finger- our CD gift pack. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. Whikyou're
tips, and enables you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy there, ask about financing with the Apple" Computer Loan! And ^
the Macintosh Centris" 610 with CD-ROM drwe, and youll also receive discover the power of Macintosh* "The power to be your best* w.

JIHU

—.,—...—*—.,». j^— - ifco.fi >

For further information visit
JMU Bookstore
Warren Hall • 568-3989
II

■ in n rf«.i in i}m ii i »iimi.
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433-0077
1059 S. High St.
SPECIALS
SUNDAY BRUNCH BUFFET
Come feast with us on Sunday from 11:00-2:00PlvI.
Featuring aara pi-txa. hotnernade biscuits, ssimsajs gravy,
tomato salad, bread fast paatj
pasta, sweat rolls, oven fried
potatoes and other goodies.

PIZZA.
JLu-igi's Oi-iginat2Zg.cipe
•••«
12"

«,..

Regular or Wheat Crust
Ch*«t*
Topping*
Supram*
14.95
1.45
8.50
1.25
11.26
6.25
6.OS
3.75
.75

Our Supreme Include** seven of our most popular toppings.
Repperonl, MUMOQ, onions, beef, mushrooms. green
poppers, end extra cheese, or bura your own from our
toppings selection - be creative!

LUNCH BUFFET
Deli hwi or. ry« with chiddu chMia, cnip bftoon A mayo.

c

Supeniize any of the above copy
sandwiches. We'll double the meat, add
extra cheese, lettuce and tomato, plus put
it on a sub roll for only
4.89

ie"
12"

Cheese
6.50
4.SO

Toppings
I.OO
.75

Supreme
9.95
6.95

CALZONES
Italian

Turnovers

Build Your Own

■MM

Mini- (2 Toppings)
Biggie- (3 Toppings)

3.40
«.«»

.45
7S

Max. 4
Max. A

Onlone
Ore en Rapper a
Mushrooms
Black Olives
Oresn Olives
Rtcoite Cheese
Extra Cheese
Fata Cheese
Cheddar
Pro vo lone

Peppsronl
Sauiags
Itlalan Sausage
Hamburger

Bacon

Canadian Bacon
Mem
Meatballs
Salami
•Xnchovlea

POPEYE'S FAVORITE

Pineapple
Garlic
Broccloi
Ceo I if lower
Sweet Pepper*
Tomato Sllcee
Banana Pepper*
Spinach
Parmesan
Carrots

ENTREES

■slack A green olived grilled with muihrooni and onions
smothered with Swi-s. chatldar elk. ptovolona cheeses, ■•nvad on
rye bread with oucumtrai., lettuce, tomatoae. and a touch of
Italian dressing and mayo

RANCH HAND

Larsc pasta tubas atufrsd with Romano and Klcorta cheeses sees*
wlih herbs and spaces Topped oCT with Lulgl's sauce and mailed
provolone.

-3.30

A healthy delight for all. stesurned spinach, carrots and onions layered
with our 3 cheese blend and pasta sheets smothered with sauce and
provolone.

OLD FASHIONED LASAGNA

5.95

Traditional meat dish. We taste spiced ground beef, mariners, three el
blend, and pasta sheets layered, smothered and covered-a real meal.

EGGPLANT RICOTTA

4.29

Chopped B BQ Beef smothered with cKtdd.t cheaea on a kaiser re
Ask for some grilled onions. Itnuct- and tomato, they're .25 extra

5.95

2.89

For a refreshing change, bacon, melted cheddar. mayo and

tomato on wheati bread.
\

2.49

B.L.T.
TIM old Mans by I

\ whM or rye lout. Mayo or garlic eh—as

homemade bread, etc.

APPETIZERS
CHEESE CRISP
This and crispy crust brushed with garUe buaar. Hghdy

16"
12"
9"

4.49
3.89
2.89

GARLIC BREAD
Thin and crispy crust brushed with garlic buaar. Hghdy
covered —uh cliapsse garlic

16"
12"
9"

4.29
3.29
2.49

ITALIAN CHEESE BREAD 2.69
Opes (ace lulls. Sub loaded wltk Italian srosaeag sad
in 111 ■ liei nlsa Serves 2.

2.49

GRILLED CHEESE
Swiss, cheddar or prove.
like mayo?

SJSO

VKGGIE LASAGNA

3.89

Deli ham on a kaissnr roll lopped with grilled onions.
muiliroumi, green peppers * tomato. imwJitnd with
ptovolons, mayo.

All entrees served with dinner
salad and garlic bread.
MANICOTTI

4.49

JINNY BEE

TOPPINGS

All you want. Luigi's Pizza, pasta.
hot veggies, soup, pasta salad,

Presh broccoli and cauliflower steamed with onions A
muiiuotwni. e.rved on rye bread with a blear.*! of USTM chMM*.
alfalfa sprouts. Italian drossing -fc tomato

PHILLIP'S PHYLER

We'll supply the sauce and cheese, and you choose the rest
from our pizza lopping list.

11:00-2:00

Check out Edna's Homemade Lunch
Buffet:

4.29

VEGETABLE GARDEN
Introducing our version of thin crust pizza.
bilking timu. pleaeo limit toppings to ■ maximum of four to
insure proper cooking Available In regular crust onlyl

MON-FRI

3.69

VINNIE

on your chose

'bread. Would j

CHIPS etc DIP

2.49

Bawl ef chap, with Reach or Oarlic cheese dip

SUBS

Large

2.49

Small

99

4.49

ROAST BEEF

I .can roast beef sopped with grilled onions, malted Swiss cheese.
Hear eanns. crisp lettuce A tomato. Served hot.

GARLIC BREAD

.75

S places of toasted garlie bread

4.49

TURKEY

<?hoice. sliced turkey breast on s sub roll with lettuce, tomato,
at provolone. Accented by oar garlic chilli spread. Served
hot.

4.49

HAM

Juicy dell ham, Swiss chases. lettuce, tomato * mayo on
a sub roll. Served hot.

Don't be left out on the secret! We take thin slices of bneeded eggplant a
layer It with sauce, rlcotts cheese mixture A bake until golden brown.

SPAGHETTI DINNER

4V7S

Pasta noodles covered with your choice or mariners, beef, mushroom or

THE HAWAIIAN

4.49

I.ush pineapple and provolorte cheese command your
attention atop this ham sub. Served on a sub roll with
mayo. Aloha!

All You Can Eat (Includes one order of garlic bread)
Endless feast of spaghetti with your choice of sauce.

THE ITALIAN
CHEF

SALADS

Ham. turkey, onions, gn
this a meal of a salad.
Little Chef

4.89

4.69

A feast of genoa A oooked salami with ham. onions.
provolone. banana peppers, lettuce, tomato A Italian
dressing. Have it hot or cold.

i pepper, tomato, cueurnber and egg make

VEGGIE CHEF

2.99

4.89

naaoes. cucumbers, banana peppers, onions, green peppers,
ase.torn
black oil s. sunflower seeds, raisens. egg and alfalfa sprouts. Veggie*
rajaioel
2.99
Little Veggie Chef

ITALIAN CHEF

4.99

Oenoa aalami. ham. provolone. on ion a. green peppers, black olives
peppers, tomatoes, and cucumber.-mama mial
Ctueltalian

GREEK SALAD

Crumbl-d bacon and egg over- a bed of rpiru
tomato, served with sweet A sour dressing.
Little Spins., h

4.29

THE VEGETARIAN

4.29

Ssutsed are an pepper., mushrooms, A onia
in cheddar. Swiss A provolone cheeses. Served on s sub

roll with lettuce, tomato A mayo.

3.19

»*S»

Fresh spinach and Iceberg lettuce, onions, black olives, tematen, ■
Fete oh ease served with aweet A. sour dressing.
2.03T

SPINACH SALAD

SAUSAGE GRINDER

A spiey
spicy combination of our
<
own Italian lauiase exsweet peppers. Swiss ex provolone cheeses. Served
a sub roll with lettuce, tomavto A mayo.

4.49

MEATBALL SUB

Luigi'e own homemade meatballs in our tomato
cause bake it in a eub roll and topped with provolone
cheese. For extra flavor, ask for onions A peppers.

3.99

CHEESE STEAK SUB

2.09

Shaved ribeye steak served on a sub roll wmh
grilled oRiojii. melted cheddar. lettuce, tomaso.
and mayo.

DINNER SALAD
DRESSINGS: Sweet & Sour, Blue
Cheese, Ranch, lOOO Island,
Italian, French

SANDWICH AND SUB
ADDITIONS
Mushrooms, onions, green paeeers. aaaeat or
aaatfa spsoaata. lenaaoa. tomato

.

. . .

4.89

.45

SAVE
THIS MENU
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you to purcha i

..: cnoice o! a

idver-

COPYRIGHT 1993-THE KROGER CO ITEMS AND PRICES.GOOD SUN SEPTEMBERS
THROUGH SAT SEPTEMBER 18. 1993 IN HARRISONBURG. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUA:.
JOLO TO DEALERS.

Study the

MOVICS, MOVICS, QOCI mo' MOVICS

Savings...
THIS W££K

(ominintt INK! council

Every Friday
^llAM'tilSPM

AT KROGER

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED GENUINE

Ground Chuck
POUND

ST

FREE

Located in COCL Commuter Student Loung<
1st Floor in Taylor Hall
So come and relax between
classes and catch a flick!

Movies provided by ACME VIDEO.

433-PAPAUi
433-7272

PEAS. GREEN BEANS
OR CORN

Green Giant
vegetables

■
Kroger
| Apple Juice

11-15.2SOZ.

_ 64oz.

(

FROZEN REGULAR OR
WITH PULP. KROGER

Orange
Juice
Cal.

Fresh
Broccoli
Bunch

CAFFEINE FREE WET PEPSI.
DIET PEPSI OR

Pepsi
cola
M2-pak.12-oz.cans

5*2 99 79* 69* T
LOW PRICES AND MORE

Vm So Nopp^ww That PAPA's
y) &
Come To Town!
Campus Special j WORKS Special PARTY SPECIAL
One 14"
One 14" j One 14"
One Topping, Large WORKS Lg. WORKS
& One Lg.
Two Topping
Additional Topping! 93« etch

V/ + tax
EXPIRES 30 DAYS

Additional Topping! 93( each

$Q95
S + tax

EXPIRES 30 DAYS

$1JL ^J
^ 99
+ tax
EXPIRES 30 DAYS
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Humor
THE FAR SBE/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES /?//Watterson
THAT'S \T/ \
I'M THROUGH
LEARNING
/
TOOK*'
/

1 THINK. JM A
BETTER JUDGE OF
VIHEH I'M THROUGH.

SEE ^OU AAL
TOMORROW.'

**'4fe
WEIL,

ITS HOT

\

TOO AFFERENT I;
FROM BEING /

...EXCEPT SOURE MORE
ATTACHED TO SOUR TOSS .

Failed marketing ploys

\NK J

I MEAN,
*0*/ I
FEEL
UKE
THAT.

WHAT A DM I FEEL
LIKE I'VE BEEN RUN
OVER B-( A TRAIN.

SEE? 1CM SU0\)U>
ALWAYS SAVE
U1PERBM£ UNTIL
*W REAU*
HEED \T.

CALVIN, STOP SELLING
ACf&SS THE HOUSE.' IF .
1CM WANT TO TALK TO ME,
WALK OVER TO THE LWMG
RCOM, WHERE I AM.'

Before starting their day, squirrels must first
pump themselves up.

[ WHAT ASSURANCE. DO I HAVE \
I THAT 10UR PARENTING \SHT /
V^ SCREWING ME UP ?
__^

«

i

"Well, lemme think.... You've stumped me, son. Most
folks only wanna know how to go the other way."
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM A /A Peters

VERISIMILITUDE./Brent Coulson

SAtt OF THB UiltP WAI77AJ0

s THE f/WlSl&te MAM
S^CPOM 5ATS OUT

CURES WMOFTWfr
WTO CATCH CARS.

Make us laugh.

M?°* *** fo*gr?» *c<* ^^^NT#m^ »*riPs for ■ The Breeze; Ml *£&$*<« at 3C6127.
•«&i
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LAUNDROMAT - DRY CLEANING

Sunshine Coin
Laundry

i

434-5260
Comer of South Main ft South Avenue

Attendant on Duty

QA1
v>
ctm

«/.«A-iiflir>n

o—*—i—Q

name.'

BARBARA'S
PALM & TAROT CARD
READINGS

If so, call Jessica or Alane in
Focus at X(»7295 ;ind tell us
about the origin* lity of the
name.

3051 South Main St.
IHarrisonburg, VA

703-434-8559
$5 OFF Tarot Card or Palm Reading

■I

CALL YOUR

PAPA!
£*>\C£
(<*&£*

^mi

&

433-PAPA

433-7272

#£
Settle in with us!

This Week Only...

Save 10% on ALL FLEX purchases made at Mister Chips
between 7am Monday (9/13) and 5pm Thursday (9/16)!
Cinnamon
'bell Salad CupaX Mwm/^Bt-kimi
Macaroni
\
^Sandwich*.
Italian pasta
Co ,

aw

I^
Fruit

si*—T*T^
/Frozen
Fruit
Bar.

New Balloon Style*

PARTY SPECIAL ] Carryout Special ^^pgrfect Price
One 14"
One 14"
One 14"
Lg. WORKS lLarge Cheese Large with
& One JLg*
I
Additional Toppings 93c each
Two Topping
Two Toppingj
$798

$1 X 99

JL^J ♦ lax
EXPIRES 30 DAYS

$497

|
I

JL ♦ tax

EXPIRES 30 DAYS

/♦tax

EXPIRES 30 DAYS

fc Beauty
Jtema

Tea Varieties

Expanded Grocery
artment Pepsi
Foliage
Plants

Mouth
(20oc)

Don't miss out on your chance to SAVE on these.JjQ,T
new items and expanded merchandise lines1.
PLUS; Buy three single stem roses for only $7.49 (save $1.48)1
& ALL COSMETICS IN STOCK ..JIEDUCED1

H

|fI£Xl

M-F 7am-Midnight/S-S 9am - Midnight Phone: 56*9922
Located at th« "Crossroad* of Campus", across from the Godwin parking lot

.:. .*:.:;* u£«&a»g*v«i u^sfrimum uriitti-m!, . > iMii*r^u»»-».i.iLj <ii>ifoiiitesW,.»JJiJte&Saifr^

,v>.U

mm.

-z—

.■»*,-..».
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Classifieds
FOR RENT
University Plica - 4 BR, furnished «
unlurnijhed including MW, W/0, DW.
$175 i up. Cill Dorothy Ritchie or Jim
Accord, agent* Commonwealth Raarty.
Inc. 4324541 or 434-2077.
Grid student or professions! female
housemate wanted - Quaint old house.
Chicago Ava. Qardan, porch, attic. 2 BR,
we*-* closet. Big kitchan. SI90 plus
utilities. Non-smoker Cat Dana attar
6pm. 434-6664.
Femile roommita naadad tor Spring
tamattar. Ashby Crossing. 1270-J.
Phona Sylvia at 564-1440.
1 BR apt - Dutchmill Court 4 blocks,
quiet, nonsmoking. 434-2100
Reeponsible r*ommala(i) to ahara 3
BR townhouse with working, part-tima
atudant. Urwvarsity Court. 5235 includes
utilities. 434-1004. laava massage.

FOR SALE
Townhoun tor aata - 3 finished levels.
2 large BR>, 2 1/2 batht, family room or
3rd BR. All appliancat & window
traatmanti convoy. By owner, 564-0377.

Foraat HW traditional ranch - Wafc to
JMU. 3 BR, 2 1/2 bath* with library.
Ownar will considar trada. Call Phyllis
Tutwilar at Coldwal Banker Horslay t
Constabta. 434-7373 or 434-2135.
Cannondata 1»»1 - 6300, M600, brand
naw. Must tad. Matt. 433-8216.

HELP WANTED
WiUmiii naadad it Jaaa' Lunch Al hours. Apply in parson.
Earn 62500 6 Iraa Spring Braak tripsi
Sal only eight trips 6 you go Iraal Bail
trips 6 pncisl Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica. Pinam* Cityl Graat rasuma
aiparlancal (600)678-63861
Spring Braak "M - Sal trip*, aarn cash
t go Traal Studant Travel Services is
now hiring campus raps. Cal (800)6484846.

FRATS!
SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!
Raise as Much as You
Want in One Week!

Macintoah 11CX a/1 OS lul page display
software. PM 42. S2.000 firm; 1000dpi
lasar Mac/PC. daalar damo. 135 PS
(ants. 52.005. (800)050-2571

Woman-! Cerrturtan "Iranman" road
bika. smal Iram*. 6250. Custom road
frame, $100. Rolar*. trainer*, wheels,
ale. Muet sea. moving. 280-6741
Word *tocoooof - WP1400O. Please
calUaaar43a-t«M, .
*•••*••••■* DM*) •» 9p*MaVJMZ#o. Ji AjVobo
Ca* 6334214.
Cannandala MM06 tt - ir Fal Deora
XT. MOO nagohata*. 434-1440

El Tico - Valley Mall looking lor
responsible students to work lull/part
time. Must be able to work holidays.
Apply g-4. See Susan.

LOST & FOUND
Loatl 2 keys on red cord! Important!
Cal 433-7736 Reward

WANTED
Fundraiaar - We're looking for a lop
student organiialion that would like to
make S500-S 1,500 lor a marketing
promotion right on campus. Call
(800)502-2121. ext. 311.

DUKETTE
TRYOUTS!!!
Thursday, 6pm
Friday, 5pm
Convocation Center

SERVICES

PERSONALS

NEWGM

Claaeic Touch - Hair cuts, $1, Monday
through Wednesday. 564-0212. JMU
students.

Cireer Enhancement - Supplement
vour college degree with hands-on
leadership experience provided by Army
ROTC. Call Captain Kearnes today al
568-6264.

on GM CARS! Quality lor
FREE T-SHIRTS
'94 GMC JIMMY.
Cal (800)950-1039. ext. 75.

Freshmen - Bring your car to JMU.
Parking lot located above Ball Hall.
Limned to 30 spaces. Cal 4332126 after
5pm
Skydive! Com* experience an incredible
adventure, skydiving, the ulimate highl
Cal tor into. Skydrve Orange. (703) 9423871. Come /ump with us I

Travel Iraal Sell quality vacations! The
hottest destinations! Cancun, Jamaica.
Bahamas. South Padre, Florida. Reliable
Spring Braak company wnti easiest way
towards free trip! Beet convnisvons I Sun
Splash Tours. (800)426-7710.

Fraternities, sororities, organlrationsSpecialty fund-raising items available.
Your logo/message, our budget prices.
Cal 434-9854.

$2*7.50 - Sal 50 hlanous 6 outrageous
collage T-shirts 6 make $287.50. All
shirts 100% guaranteed. A risk-free
program. 22 deaigns available. Cal now
tor free catalog. (*OO)3O4-33O0.

Skydlvel la the experience A expertise
ol your instructor important? Make your
lirat jump under the tutelage ol the only
two instructors at Skydive Orange
certified in al three owopanos; static khe.
tandem A iccilsralid Ireetal. You can
freefall up to 60 seconds your first
skydivel Cal for brochure. Local cal 2806285. ask tor Mark.

Gymneetlce ineluctor* needed - Kids
3-17.Saplernber 11- December 11.1

■ebyolMei - Moeaay-fratty. 330pm6pm. Must have oar A be completely
responsible. Cal 433-5605, evenings
**!■

Tutor* naadad tor al eubfsct areee Stop by Counseling 6 Studant
Development Cantar. Alumnae Hall,
Room 200 lor a* application or call
x6562 for into.

Typist - Fait, accurate, reaeonafMe;
computer/typewriter, resumes A rush
job*. 434-4047
JMU student - ACE Auto-Mechanic.
Same day service, tuna up including ol
plugs, filters, timing; $50. Oil/lilter
change, 614. Paul. 433-7630 for appL.

THE ALLMAN
BROTHERS BAND
COMING TO JMU
SEPTEMBER 15

WOW!

Market Applications lor the
honest credit card ever -

DISCOUNTS

Mountain bika - Specialized hard rook,
good condition, purpla 6 cranberry, 21
speeds. S300/obo. 433-1570

28-flo»ca»sUedlsoc»J»»pp*r-Shirwjrio
Doote components; barends; good
condition. Cal Nad. .4402.

Experienced cook as well as grill man
needed. Available lunch, evenings A
weekends. Apply in parson at Jess'
Lunch.

'theXle^ne^u^if
Inc., at (800) 533-5501.

The Shenandoah Valley Choral
Society invites singers lor the 1993 34
season. Rehersals are Tuesdays.
7:30pm beginning September 14. For
details. 434-6048.

Users earn BIG

4 AaroamHh ticket* at Capitol Cantar.
Must sat Cal x7444.

Namebrind Jewelry at discounted
prioas-Sav* up to 50%. 4334488

Part-tima job - Evenings A weekends.
$100-6300 per week. M-F. 10-5. 5640005

NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
business opportunities 4 work

Loat - Black, two-fold eelskin wallet.
Contains all IDs. II found, please call
885 3002.

MASTERCARD.

-

•2 Kawisikl K2750 with matching
Shoai Rf 200 halmat. 14K. looks good,
runa good, now bras, just tunad up, great
for campus. $1200/obo. 4334463. laava

Groupa A Clube - Raise up lo $500S1500 in lass than one weak. Plus win a
tnp to MTV SpringBreak 04 i get a Ire*
T-shirt just lor calling (800)050-1030.
ext. 66.

$100...$600...$1500!

Buying, selling - Salactad basabill,
roofcal basketball, hockay cards; back
issue comics. Dukes Sportscards. 1427
South Mam St.. Harrisonburg. 433DUKE.

Gins block* lor shelving
S2.50/aach. 433-1067. before 9pm.

Attention - Excellent Income lor home
assembly work Into. (504)646-1700.
DepL VA-4806

Sigma Nu
OPEN HOUSE
TONIGHT
7 pm
Leadership training - Leadership A
management training ottered to
Ireshman A sophomores without
obligation. Call Army ROTC, Captain
Doug Kearnes. at 568-6264.

Hockey Referees'
Officials Training Clinic
Oat excel lent training while
you earn money. Employment
registration 0714 A 9715

In Godwin 213.
CaM X3940 for more info.
Stephen - Almost one I It's on lease
only. To the futurel
Oat yaur Allman Brother* Band
I today - Warren Hall Box Office.

A chance lor your baby - We offer a
secure, happy home. Lots of love, hugs
A kisses from warm, loving parents. Cal
collect Sandra 6 Alan. (703)560-5450.
Free knten - Includes litter pan. lood
bowl. toys, other. Call Paige at 434-3536.
MK*. EEZ - Thank you for a graat year.
I'll miss you guys. KIT. Love. Anna
Mortord.
Assistant Swim Coach
needed tor Varsity Men's Team.
Part-time position.
Grad student, competitive
swimming and/or coaching
experience preferred.
Call Head Coach Brooks Teal
at x6528.
Meet prospective employers! Come to
the Otlee of Career Servees' UnrversrtyWide Career Day Thursday, Sept. 16
from 1-5pm at the Convocation Center.
Open to al studentsl Professional dress,
please.
A
reminder
to
ill
campus
organization! - Mr. A Ms. Madison
applications are due by September 22 at
the student activities office in the Warren
Campus Canter.
Stan your job search!
September 16 Irom
Convocation Canter.
professionally dressed,
your resume.

Career Day is
I-5pm at the
Please come
with copies ol

RUSH AXP
Open House:
Monday 9pm
Come Fly
With the Crows!
A rockln' audience lor Ih* Allman
Brothers Band concert Sept. 15. Buy
your tickets now at the Warren Hal Boa
OKce.
Pickle - Thank* for a great weekend.
Whal an anniversaryl Smokie
Reeesrch prospective employers Find out about summer jobs A
intarnshipsl Coma to Career Day,
September 16, Irom 1-5pm at the
Convocation Center. All student*
welcome!

There Is A
Difference.
Rush

ZN
Alpha Chi Omega wishes
fraternities luck through
JhR
Rushl

Ih*

ng In there AXfl PX'sl Only one day
unlit
I bid night!
Commuter Student Council
Meeting
Monday, Sept. 13 6pm
Taylor Hall, COCL Meeting

Room.
All commuters, transfer
students, & commuter senators
please attend.
Seniors! Vour chine* to be in the
yearbook! Senior class photos.
September 13-24 in Taylor 311. Sign up
Ki - Thank* for the flowers! Good kick
m Rushl AXil
Senior Clsss photo* will be taken
September 13-24. Taylor 311.

If you would like a copy
of any of last year's
Breezes, call or come by
the Breeze office. The
phone number Is X6127.
TKE Rush begins tonight! Monday
nights football A taco toss with Pepe.
8pm. 635 S. Main St.
Seniors! Sign-up* A cliss photo* will
be in Taylor Hall 311 this week. Don't
miss ill

Read this
Breeze.
Then,
please
recycle!

Clever* Classy* Cheap*
If you would like to place a classified advertisement, deadlines
noon for Thursday's paper alid Friday at noon for
^^D|l
Charges start at $2e!T0 for the first 10 words*
iiiMWii:iii:ivaii-ii-iii iiriii nil 11 rii ill iii 11 Mwiii-i ftf MY iTiTii v i; :ii iri ri.iii .i ■ ni riin ifii inii iii. i i in hi ih i ii ii.iii.Vii1 iii.

1
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LAUNDROMAT - DRY CLEANING

Sunshine Coin
Laundry
*

434-5260
Comer of South Main & South Avenue

Attendant on
aaiieriucmi
un Duty
uuiy
fti «n ,A«if^rftfhrnr>
o

■*—i—Q.

name?

BARBARA'S
PALM & TAROT CARD
READINGS

If so, call Jessica Or Alane in
Ifocus at X6729, $nd tell us

3051 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA

about the originality of the

703-434-8559

riameJ

$5 OFF Tarot Car4 or Palm Reading

' "i§-i

CALL YOUR

PAPA!

Settle in with us!

gt&tfP

This Week Only...

Save 10% on ALL FLEX purchases made at Mister Chips
between 7am Monday (9/13) and 5pm Thursday (9/16)!
&

Tea Variatie*

433-PAPA

433-7272
New Balloon Styles

Carryout Special Perfec^ePr^ price
One 14"
One 14" !
One 14"
Lg. WORKS Large Cheese \ Large with
& One Lg.
Two Topping
Two Topping
$7 98
$497
PARTY SPECIAL

Additional Toppings 9.V each

$1 ^ 99

JL %Jr * tax
EXPIRES TODAYS

JL * tax

EXPIRES 30 DAYS
.". .'.'.•.' .* > .' . t.

/

+ tax

EXPIRES 30 DAYS
- .. .. » ♦...».».».». . •

;'. A ..»...■..■ .■

Don't miss out on your chance to SAVE on theseJfQ,T
new items and expanded merchandise linesl
PLUS: Buy three single stem roses for only $7.49 (save $1.48)1
& ALL COSMETICS IN STOCK ...REDUCED!
FLEX
M-F 7am-Midnight/S-S 9am - Midnight Phone: 568-9922
Located at the "Crossroads of Campus", across from the Godwin parking lot
■......-.«...«.:

i
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